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Abstract

Fishery self-management programs such as Territorial Use Rights in Fisheries (TURFs) are a popular tool to combat overfishing. We report an economic experiment analyzing management of spatially distinct Common Pool Resources (CPRs) and the impacts TURFs have on them. Unlike previous work, we specifically test how individual TURF management areas affect each other. In the experiment university students are either in a united fishery with 5 other people or in a fishery divided into two groups of 3 people. Fishers in divided fisheries can illegally fish in the other half of the fishery. Participants either are managed from outside the fishery or democratically self-manage their fishery. Self-managing groups report 23% higher fisher incomes, increased sustainability, and more regulation enforcement and compliance. However, poaching between areas in divided fisheries decreases fisher incomes 37%, and reduces sustainability and resource protection for all. The poaching externalities TURFs impose on other TURFs may eliminate the benefits of small groups of fishers self-managing their resources. Fishery managers need to consider inter-TURF dynamics such as the impact dividing fishers can have on poaching levels, incomes, and resource sustainability before implementing TURF programs. Our findings are consistent with concepts of identity economics and "groupiness."
Introduction

Concerns about overfishing and fishery collapse, low incomes of fishers, and compliance with fishery rules are leading governments around the globe to consider fishery management reform proposals like Territorial Use Rights for Fisheries (TURF) programs (Afflerbach et al., 2014; “Sustainable fisheries,” 2013; “Territorial Use Rights for Fishing (TURF) Programs,” 2013). A TURF program divides a fishery into discrete spatial areas called “TURFs.” Fishers, groups of fishers, or the community are put in charge of the individual areas and manage them either independently or with some level of oversight by the fishery’s managing authority. The literatures on Common Pool Resources and fishery economics contain many papers arguing TURFs can save fisheries from collapse and empower local communities, which has led to a recent flurry in establishing TURFs (Brown and Pomeroy, 1999; Janssen and Ostrom, 2008).

Though TURF reforms frequently involve dividing a fishery into smaller sub-fisheries, little work considers how these TURFs and their fishers impact others. Previous research examines how individual TURFs behave, and compares outcomes in single government-managed fisheries to outcomes in single self-managing TURF fisheries. But if TURF systems involve dividing whole fisheries into smaller parts they necessarily create multiple TURFs. Whether TURFs harm or help neighboring TURFs is therefore critical. A large body of experimental research examining competition between groups in other contexts reports a “minimal group paradigm” and “groupiness.” The paradigm suggests groups form out-group biases and express destructive behavior toward other groups, even when group assignment is seemingly random or based on trivial things (Chen and Li, 2009; Diehl, 1990; Hargreaves Heap and Zizzo, 2009; Tajfel et al., 1971; Tajfel and Turner, 2001). The concept of “groupiness” refers to whether subjects show bias between members of their group and members of another group (Kranton et al., 2018). Dividing fishers into groups may initiate groupiness and minimal group paradigm behavior. Unless researchers investigate how TURF groups affect each other, well-intentioned fishery management proposals might hurt the very fisheries and communities they mean to help.

We design an economic experiment enabling us to determine the effort fishers will expend to protect their fishery, and whether delegating authority over a resource to users improves profits and sustainability. Economic experiments have been used extensively to examine a range of real-world policies (Banks et al., 2003; Falk and Heckman, 2009; Ishikida et al., 1998). In our experiment users are in a Common Pool Resource context simulating a fishery. They are either united in a single group of 6 fishers, or divided into two groups of 3. Players are either under a harvest management regime set by an outside management authority, or they collectively design the management regime they harvest under. The experiment compares
the potential outcomes of a harvester-managed fishery like a TURF to a classic government-managed one; but unlike previous work ours takes into account how individual TURFs affect each other. Utilizing a treatment with two groups of fishers able to poach from each other’s management areas, we examine intra-fishery dynamics to compare large, united, government-managed fishery performance to small, divided TURF fisheries.

We find dividing a fishery into sub-fisheries leads to suboptimal outcomes, and self-managing improves outcomes. Despite comparable “rules of the game” overall, players change their behavior after we divide a fishery into smaller sub-fisheries. As a result, there are statistically significant decreases in fisher incomes and resource sustainability, as well as increases in violations of fishery regulations. Members of divided fisheries harvest 20% more fish overall and have incomes 37% lower relative to members of united fisheries. Self-managing statistically significantly increases incomes, improves resource sustainability, and increases stewardship and resource protection. The average income of self-managing fishers is 23% higher than outside-managed fishers and they harvest 12% fewer fish relative to outside-managed fishers. The results indicate decision-makers must be careful and consider group competition dynamics when designing and implementing fishery management reforms.

**Territorial Use Rights for Fisheries (TURFs)**

Fisheries around the world are in trouble (Mathiesen, 2012), and critics argue current fishery management is ineffective (Macinko and Raymond, 2001). In a developed country such as the United States, the rate of illegal fishing is estimated to be about about 12% by fishers and 24% by enforcement officials (King et al., 2009). The rates in the developing world can be considerably higher, up to 40% (Agnew et al., 2009). Meanwhile, fishery managers struggle to keep biological levels sustainable, maximize revenues of fishers and their communities, and enforce management programs (Gerrodette et al., 2002). TURFs are proposed to alleviate some of these issues in certain circumstances, particularly for geographically confined benthic fishery species (Uchida et al., 2010; Wilen et al., 2012).

In his seminal book on the subject, Christy explains that TURF programs give rights over a fishery to an individual or some group or organization, like a local community, a community group, a co-operative of fishermen, or a corporation (Christy, 1982). Such rights include the right of exclusion and the right of setting the harvest level. TURFs frequently are used in areas where acquiring and defending the resource can be done easily, such as lakes and lagoons. However, they are also used in other geographies around the world, such as reefs and beaches (Christy, 1982). TURFs differ from traditional common property, because
TURF owners have the right to exclude others from the resource.\(^1\) Exclusion allows rents to be generated by preventing new entrants to the fishery (who would dissipate rents) and is a critical reason for the promotion of TURF programs.

TURFs have recently become popular in fishery economics to address the fisheries crisis. The popularity is due to two main reasons. First, instituting tenure over a resource, as a TURF does, supposedly represents the optimum for the resource. Theory says users with secure tenure will steward resources they have an ownership stake in. Tenure and the ability to set management policies are thought to make users more invested in and compliant with fishery rules and set management policies promoting the well-being of the resource (Epstein et al., 2018). For over 60 years fisheries economists have argued sole ownership of entire fisheries would create the most economic value, because of the importance of tenure and involvement in the management process (Scott, 1955). Second, TURFs allow development opportunities since they can be established at the community level and the community can use the resources of its TURF to improve its economy. Activities leveraging the TURF can include organizing fishers to maximize yield, investing in projects to create value-added products, and more (Cunningham, 2013; Poon and Bonzon, 2013).

TURFs are hoped to improve compliance with Total Allowable Catch levels, improve sustainability, and encourage fishers to enforce rules and patrol the fishery. One of the major arguments for TURFs is they will reduce illegal and harmful fishing. The argument is that, under TURFs, fishers will feel more responsible for their fisheries and will reduce harvests to more sustainable levels. Additionally fishers will become enforcers of fishery regulations and provide surveillance of the fishery to detect, reduce, and prevent illegal fishing (Poon and Bonzon, 2013).

TURFs have existed for centuries around the world, and many are successful (Panayotou, 1984). Chile has probably the most famous TURF program in the world (Aburto et al., 2013; Aburto and Stotz, 2013; K. Davis et al., 2015a; Defeo and Castilla, 2005). A Chilean TURF program for the loco snail fishery increased stock size and increased profits (Wilen et al., 2012). Implementing a TURF for the lobster fishery of Punta Allen, Mexico, increased stock size and stabilized catch (Poon and Bonzon, 2013). A TURF program at the individual level for the Nova Scotian sea urchin dive fishery increased the profitability of the fishery (Miller, 2008). In Nova Scotia the TURF specifically decreased costs. Furthermore, biological stability from the TURF created income stability for fishers through pre-arranged sales. Increasing economic stability for fishers allowed the surrounding town to lean on the new reliable income to improve access to financial resources (Poon and Bonzon, 2013).

\(^1\) Under the concept of common property, everyone in the community has a right to the resource (Macpherson, 1978).
Despite many success stories from TURFs, some TURFs are not successful (Chuenpagdee and Jentoft, 2007; Fernández et al., 2011). Frequently, major problems with poaching and enforcing TURF regulations persist, even though fishers now have an incentive to enforce the rules (Cunningham, 2013; Davis et al., 2015b). There are also risks that a TURF’s owners will “cash out” by selling it to an unapproved party, or by exploiting their resource to extirpation to secure an immediate windfall (Clark, 1973; Orensanz and Parma, 2010). Such outcomes can occur in the absence of any rules or enforcement by the government to prevent them.

Therefore, while TURFs are a popular proposal for dealing with issues in fisheries around the world, we need more research to make informed decisions. A major gap in the literature is the impact individual TURFs have on each other. TURFs allow for communities to manage their own resources at a small scale and can reduce competition for space within the TURF (Poon and Bonzon, 2013). However, dividing large fishery management areas into small-scale management TURFs implies there will be multiple TURFs in close proximity. This raises important questions. Do members of TURFs poach so much more from other TURFs that they have higher overall harvests than before the fishery was divided (González et al., 2006; San Martín et al., 2010)? Do smaller-scale groups manage their resources better than larger groups when there are other non-group fishers able to harvest from their TURF (McCay, 2017; Orensanz and Parma, 2010)? There is not yet sufficient research on inter-TURF behaviors to answer questions about whether the benefits of TURFs diminish when they interact with one another.

**Previous Experiments**

Previous research on TURFs does not include multiple TURFs interacting with each other and so has not determined their impacts on each other. The existing publications on TURFs merely examine the differences between an outside-managed fishery and a self-managing fishery. They find TURFs have difficulties managing outside poaching and establish suboptimal management programs. General Common Pool Resource and TURF-specific experiments report that communication between group members leads to different outcomes. Our experiment determines how TURFs affect each other, strengthens the findings about the management regimes TURFs select, and adds evidence to the debate regarding the impacts management and communication have on TURF outcomes (Abatayo and Lynham, 2016; Cardenas, 2000).

While many experiments evaluate behavioral changes of individuals regarding the management of CPRs, they have only recently been applied in the context of TURFs. Experiments about TURFs are a frontier in the fields of fishery economics and development economics. Relevant papers considering TURFs in an ex-
Experimental context are all recent (Abatayo and Lynham, 2016; Arroyo-Mina and Guerrero, 2018; Chávez et al., 2018; Gallier et al., 2016; Santis and Chávez, 2015; Wakamatsu and Anderson, 2018). While some of the experiments are conducted in laboratories, most take place in the field. The findings of our laboratory experiment are therefore more generalizable than most previous experiments. Additionally, Chávez et al. (2018) find no significant differences between the behavior of Chilean fishers in a field experiment and university students in a laboratory experiment. Therefore, even though our results are more generalizable than a field experiment and will apply well to a wider range of contexts, they will still apply well to TURFs in the field.

Furthermore, unlike previous TURF experiments, our work analyzes TURFs in the context of the entire fishery of which they are a part. Most of the previous work analyzes whole fisheries converted into a single fishery-wide TURF. Frequently when a TURF system is established, the original fishery is divided into smaller geographic units which make up the new TURFs (Aburto et al., 2013). Previous work only analyzing an entire fishery converting to a single TURF misses the dynamics that occur between the resulting TURFs. Our experiment fills the critical gap in the literature about the impacts of TURFs on each other and helps inform fisheries policy around the world.

Chávez et al. (2018) conduct a TURF experiment using 2 groups of 3 fishers harvesting 2 different-colored locos (an abalone) in a shared fishery. The stocks of both locos are dynamic and have a threshold where if the stock ever falls below the threshold the fishery for that colored loco will close. The fishers play 5 different treatments of the game:

• No poaching (no one can fish for a different colored loco than has been assigned to them).
• Poaching occurs (one group can harvest both types of loco).
• Poaching occurs but fisher groups decide how much surveillance (the probability of someone illegally harvesting being caught) they will pay for to discourage poaching.
• Poaching occurs but the government provides surveillance with an 11.1% chance of catching people poaching.
• Poaching occurs but the government provides an 11.1% surveillance level, and the players can augment that surveillance with additional money.

The authors find TURFs have difficulty deterring poaching and establish suboptimal management regimes despite significant benefits from better regimes. Outside surveillance by the government does deter poaching. While Chávez et al. (2018) provide an excellent study of TURF responses to poaching, the interaction between TURFs remains unexplored.

Our experiment differs from Chávez et al. (2018) because they incorporate a dynamic stock aspect and do not include reciprocal inter-TURF dynamics. In their experiment one group of participants can commu-
nicate with each other and self-manage, while another group harvests from the main group’s resource. The asymmetric context is specific to a fishery where only one group can harvest from another and does not analyze how TURFs affect each other back and forth. Chávez et al.’s experiment examines one TURF where outside poaching is a problem. Our experiment has two TURFs divided together, a setup similar to some of the TURF fisheries of Chile where neighboring groups of fishers negatively affect each other (Orensanz and Parma, 2010; San Martín et al., 2010). Additionally, their set-up allows them to compare the outcomes from self-managing and full communication between all the relevant fishery users to self-managing and partial communication between all the users. Like us, partial communication results from restricting your communication to half of the potential fishers in your fishery.

De Geest et al. (2017) has a similar setup to Chávez et al. (2018), with players in one TURF and “outsiders” able to harvest from it, but uses a static harvest game with crowding effects similar to our experiment. Like us, they conduct a laboratory experiment that does not frame the game in any context (such as a fishery), thereby allowing their results to be more generalizable. They find group members are able to cooperate with each other, but they are unable to control the level of poaching by outsiders.

Previous experiments find self-managing CPR users do not select optimal management programs. An experiment by Velez et al. (2012) examines the management regimes users select to protect and manage their CPR. In their setting, strong enforcement efforts (either higher penalties for illegal harvesting or higher levels of surveillance) should theoretically always be preferred to lower levels. However, in their experiment individuals implement inefficient and weak surveillance and penalty levels. Despite voting on important aspects of the enforcement regime and communicating with other group members, 80% of individuals vote for the suboptimal enforcement regime with low penalties and low surveillance levels. 90% of groups implement such programs. Additionally, Janssen et al. (2013) report a field experiment where users break the rules they choose for themselves. We contribute to the CPR self-management literature by measuring the legal harvest limits and surveillance levels self-managing groups choose, as well as violations of the limits groups set for themselves.

The impact of communication and collective decision-making on outcomes in TURFs in experiments varies. Outside of TURF contexts, communication and democratic rule-making generally improve economic outcomes (Dal Bó et al., 2010), including in other fishery contexts (del Pilar Moreno-Sánchez and Maldonado, 2010). Abatayo and Lynham (2016) find allowing TURF users to communicate about resource management leads to significantly lower—and more sustainable—harvest levels. Gallier et al. (2016) find similar effects from democratic self-managing in some of their TURF experiment sites, but in others outside management suggestions perform better. (Schmitt et al., 2000) describes a CPR experiment
where restricting communication in a group of harvesters to a subgroup of the harvesters effectively reduces cooperation. Velez et al. (2012) find communication does not reduce harvest levels to sustainable levels. These diverse findings indicate outcomes are dependent on local contexts and policies are not generalizable. While evidence outside of research on TURFs suggests communication and endogenous management improve economic outcomes, the impact for TURFs is mixed, and more research is needed.

A large body of experimental research finds a minimal group paradigm and groupiness can lead to group biases and suboptimal outcomes. Minimal group paradigm suggests suboptimal outcomes occur because groups form out-group biases and exhibit destructive behavior toward other groups, even when group assignment is seemingly random or based on trivial things (Chen and Li, 2009; Diehl, 1990; Hargreaves Heap and Zizzo, 2009; Tajfel et al., 1971; see Tajfel and Turner (2001) for an overview of early work on the subject). In addition, “groupiness” appears in experiments examining group competition (Kranton et al., 2018). Groupiness refers to a related bias, where subjects become biased toward members of their own group and against members of other groups. In our experiment, dividing players into separate groups may initiate groupiness and minimal group paradigm behavior.

Working with the experimental design of Abatayo and Lynham (2016) we are able to explicitly test behavioral group concepts like “us versus them” and groupiness, concepts not previously explored in the TURF context but important for inter-TURF dynamics. The major findings of Abatayo and Lynham are that communication improves outcomes relative to no communication and that whether rules are exogenously imposed or endogenously selected does not impact efficiency. In extending their work, we find “groupiness” effects that persist regardless of any change in ability to communicate and manage.

**Model**

The models of Abatayo and Lynham (2016) and Schnier (2009) guide us in determining the impacts TURFs have on each other. We have two spatially distinct Common Pool Resources, and a constant number of agents able to extract from the CPR system, \( x_{ij} \) identifies the extraction of user \( i \) in CPR \( j \) (\( j = 1,2 \)). \( \epsilon \) is the value of extracting outside the CPRs. Users cannot extract more than their endowment of time, \( e_i \), from both CPR 1 and CPR 2:

\[
0 \leq \sum_{j=1}^{2} x_{ij} \leq e_i
\]

The group’s returns are a function of the total extractions from both CPRs, \( X_{ij} \) with each individual CPR’s return being given by \( f_j(X_j) \). We have no spatial linkages between the CPRs where extractions in one directly impact the other.
Each CPR’s yield function is given by the following standard quadratic functions:

\[ F_1(X_1) = (\alpha_1 - \beta_1 X_1) X_1 \]  
\[ \text{(1)} \]

and

\[ F_2(X_2) = (\alpha_2 - \beta_2 X_2) X_2 \]  
\[ \text{(2)} \]

The first term in the parentheses shows the benefits of extracting from the group’s CPR, the second shows the costs.

The private returns are shown by

\[ \text{Profit}_i = w(e - x_{i1} - x_{i2}) + \frac{x_{i1}}{x_1} F_1(X_1) + \frac{x_{i2}}{x_2} F_2(X_2) \]  
\[ \text{(3)} \]

where \( x_i \) is i’s share in the total extraction from CPR \( i \). Users are profit-maximizers who cannot extract more from both CPRs than their endowment. Extracting from the CPR earns more than the outside option, \( w \), initially, but as \( x_i \) grows extraction eventually becomes less profitable. With identical \( e, w, \) and \( F_1, F_2 \), we can find the following symmetric Nash Equilibria:

\[ x^*_i1 = \frac{(\alpha_1 - w)(n+1)}{\beta_1(n+1)^2} \]  
\[ \text{(4)} \]

and

\[ x^*_i2 = \frac{(\alpha_2 - w)(n+1)}{\beta_2(n+1)^2} \]  
\[ \text{(5)} \]

In our experiment design both CPRs have identical parameters so \( \alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = \alpha \) and \( \beta_1 = \beta_2 = \beta \). With \( w = 0 \), we can simplify Equations (4) and (5) to

\[ x^*_i1 = \frac{\alpha}{\beta(n+1)} \]  
\[ \text{(6)} \]

and

\[ x^*_i2 = \frac{\alpha}{\beta(n+1)} \]  
\[ \text{(7)} \]

With \( n \) members in a group, the total symmetric Nash Equilibrium extraction in each CPR is

\[ x^*_j = \left( \frac{n}{n+1} \right) \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \]  
\[ \text{(8)} \]

The socially optimal level of extraction maximizes profits for the entire group. To find the socially optimal level chosen by a Social Planner, we use the objective function:

\[ \max_{\{x_1, x_2\}} \cdots w(ne - X_1 - X_2) + F_1(X_1) + F_2(X_2) \]  
\[ \text{(9)} \]

given aggregate extractions cannot exceed aggregate endowments \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{2} x_{ij} \leq ne \).
The socially optimal levels of extraction for the group are
\[ X_{1}^{SP} = \frac{2\beta_2(\alpha_1 - w)}{4\beta_1\beta_2} \] (10)
and
\[ X_{2}^{SP} = \frac{2\beta_1(\alpha_2 - w)}{4\beta_1\beta_2} \] (11)
With \( w = 0, \alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = \alpha \) and \( \beta_1 = \beta_2 = \beta \) we get
\[ X_j^{SP} = \frac{\alpha}{2\beta} \] (12)
The individual socially optimal extractions are
\[ x_j^{SP} = \left( \frac{1}{n} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha}{2\beta} \right) \] (13)
Extractions in the Nash Equilibrium are unsurprisingly higher than the socially optimal extractions.

The above model describes extracting from two CPRs. For users only able to extract from a single CPR, the above extraction amounts for each CPR hold for the lone CPR. By removing CPR 2 from the model (a simple operation because there are no linkages between the CPRs) we identify the socially optimal extractions for the group and individual as
\[ X_{1}^{SP} = \frac{\alpha}{2\beta} \] and \[ x_j^{SP} = \left( \frac{1}{n} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha}{2\beta} \right) \]
The Nash Equilibrium extractions are
\[ x_1^* = \left( \frac{n}{n+1} \right) \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \] and \[ x_2^* = \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \right) \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \]
To directly compare extraction levels between CPR setups we can see
\[ x_1^* = \left( \frac{n}{n+1} \right) \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \] is half of \[ X_{1}^{SP} + X_{2}^{SP} = \left( \frac{n}{n+1} \right) \frac{\alpha}{\beta} + \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \right) \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \]
and
\[ X_{1}^{SP} = \frac{\alpha}{2\beta} \] is half of \[ x_1^{SP} + x_2^{SP} = \left( \frac{\alpha}{2\beta} \right) + \left( \frac{\alpha}{2\beta} \right) \].

Individuals with two CPRs to extract from behave like individuals with a single CPR to extract from, for each of their two independent CPRs. A management regime for the CPR(s) and the possibility of violating the regime is the final component of the model.

Management and Fines
With homogenous, risk-neutral profit-maximizers and a wage of 0 outside the group account we can use the following profit function:

$$ \text{Profit}_j = \alpha x_j - x_j(\beta X_j) $$

In reality users of many CPRs, and by definition all TURFs, have the ability to enact management regimes to create and enforce limits on extractions. Stronger enforcement of the extraction rules costs users more money than weaker enforcement of regulations, so the profit function for CPR users becomes:

$$ \text{Profit}_j = \alpha x_j - x_j(\beta X_j) - \text{Management Cost}_j $$

Management Cost represents the cost to each player to provide the given level of management for their group’s CPR.

Finally, we also allow for individual violations of account extraction regulations to be punishable by a fine on the individual. Since extracting benefits you privately and the costs are shared with everyone else extracting from the CPR, there is an individual incentive to extract more. The socially optimal level balances the benefits and costs for the group, but cheating by extracting more while everyone else cooperates and extracts at the socially optimal level earns you more money. It is therefore in your personal interest to extract more while everyone else extracts at the lower level. The fine in our experiment is set to the profit a user gains by extracting at the optimal cheating level, $x^{NC}_{i,j}$ when everyone else in their group extracts from CPR at the socially optimal level, $x^{SP}_{-i,j}$.

$$ \text{Fine}_{i,j} = \text{Profit}_{i,j}(x^{NC}_{i,j}(x^{SP}_{-i,j}), x^{SP}_{-i,j}) - \text{Profit}_{i,j}(x^{SP}_{i,j}, x^{SP}_{-i,j}) $$

(14)

where $x^{NC}_{i,j}(x^{SP}_{-i,j}) = \frac{\alpha - (n-1)\beta x^{SP}_{-i,j}}{2\beta}$ for user $i$.

$x^{NC}_{i,j}(x^{SP}_{-i,j})$ is found by solving as we have above, but without symmetric actions by all the agents.

$$ \text{Profit}_{i,j} = \alpha x_{i,j} - x_{i,j}(\beta X_{i,j}) $$

$$ = \alpha x_{i,j} - x_{i,j}(\beta x_{i,j} + \sum \beta x^{SP}_{-i,j}) $$

$$ \frac{\partial \text{Profit}_{i,j}}{\partial x_{i,j}} = \alpha x_{i,j} - 2\beta x_{i,j} + \sum \beta x^{SP}_{-i,j} = 0 $$

$$ \Rightarrow x_{i,j} = \frac{\alpha - \beta \sum x^{SP}_{-i,j}}{2\beta} $$

Therefore, $x^{NC}_{i,j}(x^{SP}_{-i,j}) = \frac{\alpha - \beta \sum x^{SP}_{-i,j}}{2\beta} = \frac{\alpha - (n-1)\beta x^{SP}_{-i,j}}{2\beta}$

Accounting for a fine of a proportion of your profits, we have...
\[ \text{Profit}_{ij} = (1 - \theta) [ax_j - x_j(\beta x_j)] - \text{Management Cost} \] (15)

if \( \theta \) is found violating the extracting limit each period, and

\[ \text{Profit}_{ij} = ax_j - x_j(\beta x_j) - \text{Management Cost} \] (16)

if \( \theta \) is not found violating the limit.

The model represents a fishery where fishers spend their time (\( x \) units) working in the fishery (harvesting \( x \) fish per unit of time) or pursuing outside labor (earning \( w \) per unit of time). Fish are sold on the market place at a set price (\( z \)), but the cost to catch fish increases the more time others spend harvesting from the fishery (\( \beta x_j \)). A united, outside-managed group account represents the centralized government-managed fishery. Divided self-managing group accounts represent a TURF setup.

Assuming symmetric outcomes, management and fines do not change the Nash Equilibria.

\[ \text{Profit}_i = w(e - x_{i1} - x_{i2}) + \frac{x_{i1}}{X_1} F_1(X_1) + \frac{x_{i2}}{X_2} F_2(X_2) - \text{Management Cost} \]

\[ = w(e - x_{i1} - x_{i2}) + ax_1 - x_1(\beta X_1) + ax_2 - x_2(\beta X_2) - \text{Management Cost} \]

\[ \text{Profit}_i = w(e - x_{i1} - x_{i2}) + (1 - \delta) [ax_{i1} - x_{i1}(\beta X_1)] + (\delta) [ax_{i2} - x_{i2}(\beta X_2)](1 - \theta) \]

Accounting for the probability of being found violating the extraction limit, we have:

\[ - \text{Management Cost}. \]

If \( x_1 \) is below the extracting limit for the CPR, there is no risk of a fine and \( \frac{\partial \text{Profit}_i}{\partial x_1} \) is unaffected by the presence of management.

\[ x_1^* = \left( \frac{1}{n + 1} \right) \beta \]

The socially optimal extraction level is the same with management as without management.

\[ x^{SP} = \left( \frac{1}{n} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha}{2\beta} \right) \]

The presence of a management regime punishing other-group extracting affects \( \frac{\partial \text{Profit}_i}{\partial x_2} \). But the effect does not impact your optimal other-group extraction. The other-group extraction amount from before the introduction of management is still optimal.

\[ \frac{\partial \text{Profit}_i}{\partial x_2} = -w + (1 - \delta) [\alpha - 2x_2\beta - (n - 1)x_2\beta] + (\delta) [\alpha - 2x_2\beta - (n - 1)x_2\beta](1 - \theta) \]
For both united groups and divided groups, the presence of management and fines does not impact the optimal harvest.

Without management, \( x^* = \left( \frac{1}{n+1} \right) \frac{a}{2\beta} \) and \( x^{SP} = \left( \frac{1}{n} \right) \left( \frac{a}{2\beta} \right) \) in a united group's account, or in each group account for divided groups. Under management, we derive the same result as without management, but multiplied by a constant. The constant falls away when we identify the Nash Equilibrium and socially optimal extraction levels.

\[
\frac{\partial \text{Profit}_i}{\partial x} = -w + (1 - \delta)[\alpha - 2x\beta - (n - 1)x\beta] + (\delta)[\alpha - 2x\beta - (n - 1)x\beta](1 - \theta)
\]

\[
= [1 - \theta\delta]\alpha - (n + 1)x\beta = 0
\]

\[
\Rightarrow [1 - \theta\delta]\alpha = [1 - \theta\delta](n + 1)x\beta
\]

\[
x^* = \left( \frac{1}{n + 1} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \right)
\]

The presence of management does not impact the Nash Equilibrium extraction level. Management also does not impact the socially optimal extraction level.

\[
\frac{\partial \text{Profit}_i}{\partial x} = -w + (1 - \delta)[\alpha - 2nx\beta] + (\delta)[\alpha - 2nx\beta](1 - \theta)
\]

\[
= [1 - \theta\delta]\alpha - 2nx\beta = 0
\]

\[
\Rightarrow [1 - \theta\delta]\alpha = [1 - \theta\delta](2nx\beta)
\]

\[
x^{SP} = \left( \frac{1}{n} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha}{2\beta} \right)
\]

Experimental Design and Procedures

A total of 108 undergraduate and graduate students were recruited at a public university in the United States and paid based on their performance in the game. Participants played two Cycles of the game in the fall of 2018. A Cycle is 10 Periods of the same fishery game under the same management regime (outside management or self-managing). To prevent order effects the order participants play management treatments in is randomized. The experiment was conducted using the software z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007). Participants received a show-up fee of $10 and the average payout at the end of the game was $18.92. The payout was based on each Experimental Dollar earned by participants being worth $0.01

---

2 A total of 120 students were recruited, but 2 participants left their Sessions a couple Periods before the end. They left descriptions of their strategies and activities in the game up to their departure, and gave instructions on how the experimenter should play the game from their computer after they left. These instructions were detailed, and gameplay continued seemingly uninterrupted for the final Periods. We remove the subjects' data and the data from the rest of the members of their united group or divided groups (for the entire Session) from the analysis due to concerns regarding validity. We therefore report findings from the remaining 108 players. Including the full sample gives comparable results to what we report, but with higher statistical power.
USD. 56.25% of participants were female, the average grade level of the students was a junior, and the majority of participants had not previously participated in an economic experiment.

One half of experiment Sessions have participants play the game in united groups with a large group account shared by 6 people. The other half of Sessions have players in groups of 3 people who share smaller accounts and can interact with the group account of another group of 3 people. Group members can only extract tokens from their account in the united groups. Players are able to extract a certain number of tokens legally from their group’s account, but they can also illegally extract above the legal limit. Players in the divided group treatment have the additional option to extract from the other group’s account illegally. We call the act of extracting tokens from the other group’s account “poaching.”

To begin their experiment Session, each player discovers whether they are in a united group of 6 people or in a divided group with 3 people. The players answer a short demographic survey (their major, gender, grade level, and experience with economic experiments), complete 3 questions confirming their comprehension of the game, and begin playing the first Cycle. Participants play both management treatment Cycles (in random order) and finally are paid for participating in the experiment. All decisions made in the game are anonymous.

The experiment is a Common Pool Resource game similar to Abatayo and Lynham (2016). Each Period the group members decide how many tokens to extract from a “group account” (the CPR of the model) they share with either 2 or 5 other group members. They have an endowment, $e$, to spend each Period either extracting tokens or performing an outside activity (an activity paying a set amount). We set the amount from the outside activity, $w$, to zero, so players only earn Experimental Dollars from the tokens they extract.

The profit earned each Period is a constant individual payoff from each token minus a term accounting for total extraction from the account in the Period and the user’s share of the total. The extraction of each individual is simplified to $X_j = \sum x_{i,j}$. The strategy set for users is between 0 and $e$ in each time Period.

In the experiment we parameterize the model with specific values, allowing us to assign numerical values to the equilibria, $\epsilon = 20, w = 0, n = 6, \alpha = 15$, and $\beta = 0.25$ in divided groups and $\beta = 0.125$ in united groups. $\beta$ is half as large in united groups as in divided groups to reflect the greater relative impact the removal of a token has in a smaller account. Imagine the 6-person group setup represents an entire united fishery and the two 3-person group setup represents a larger fishery divided into two sub-fisheries.

---

3 The order of the Session elements was set based on feedback from a pilot Session.
Removing one fish in an ecosystem encompassing half of a fishery is twice as impactful to the other fishers there as it would be to the fishers in a whole fishery; hence the difference in $\beta$.

Simplifying the general extraction at Nash equations of the model, (6) and (7), leads to $x_{i1}^* = 8.57$ and $x_{i2}^* = 8.57$, together totaling 17.14 tokens. The results suggest a strategy of extracting 8.57 tokens from your group’s account and poaching 8.57 from the other group’s account. However it does not consider the management regime, which could alter the ideal exact distribution of tokens.

For united groups, $\beta = 0.125$ and there is only one account. We therefore solve $x^* = 17.14$.

Total group extractions at the Nash level are $X^* = 102.86$ for the united group and $51.43$ for each CPR in the divided group setting (102.86 total).

Parameterizing the socially optimal extractions for the divided group accounts (Equations (12) and (13)) gives $X_{1}^{sp} = 5$ and $X_{2}^{sp} = 5$, leading to a total $X^{sp} = 10$. $X^* = 60$.

For united groups with 1 account we have $X^{sp} = 10$, also with $X^{sp} = 60$.

Both group size treatments have the same socially optimal and symmetric Nash Equilibrium extraction levels. United and divided group members extract 17.14 tokens in total at the Nash Equilibrium. The socially optimal individual extraction level is 10 tokens for both divided and united groups.

The socially optimal total extraction, $X^{sp}$, is 60 tokens (each divided group account has a total socially optimal extraction of 30, and both together is a total socially optimal extraction of 60 tokens). Players earn 75 Experimental Dollars extracting at the socially optimal level.

Total Nash Equilibrium extraction is $X^* = 102.86$ (again, summing up the extractions of two groups of 3 people or a single united group of 6 people). Players earn 36.75 Experimental Dollars extracting at the Nash level. Nash extraction for divided groups is identical to united groups because both group treatments occupy systems with 6 users and utilize accounts with $\beta$ proportional to their fraction of the overall system.

**Management and Fines**

The next aspect of the experiment reflects the presence of externally provided resource management or the self-provision of management. In half of a Session’s treatments the management regime is set outside the group by the experimenter (representing the role of the government in a typical real-world fishery). The outside management sets a limit, or “cap,” on how many tokens each individual user can legally extract from their group account each Period. The cap represents a fishing limit. Anything you extract above your
cap is considered illegal and there is a percentage chance your illegal extracting will be discovered. The chance of being found is the “level of surveillance.” Managed users pay a set fee each Period to cover the costs of the regime and are told the cap and level of surveillance at the start of each Period. Self-managing groups democratically choose the cap and the level of surveillance before making extraction decisions. Stronger enforcement of account regulations costs users more money than weaker enforcement of regulations.

Our design is a classic 2x2 experiment (Table I). The control of players over harvest limits and enforcement is the within-subject treatment. Whether the group account is split into two divided sub-accounts or kept together in a united account is the between-subject treatment.
In-game violations of account extraction regulations are punishable by a fine. Cheating by extracting more while everyone else cooperates and extracts at the socially optimal level earns you the highest amount of Experimental Dollars. The model’s fine is set to the profit a user gains by extracting at the optimal cheating level, $N_Q$, when everyone else in their group extracts at the socially optimal level. See Equation (14).

When extracting in the outside-management treatments, players are told they can extract up to and including 12 tokens from their group’s account legally. If you harvest above the “cap,” there is a 10% chance the computer will find you harvesting above the cap and will assess you a penalty of 25% of your profits. The cap and percentage chance of being fined were chosen based on the methods and results found in Abatayo and Lynham (2016). Both our experiment and theirs select them because the set cap is just above the social optimal level (10 tokens) and the level of surveillance (10%) is too small to discourage uncooperative behavior. Furthermore, the cap and surveillance level are almost identical to the average cap and surveillance level participants in an unpaid pilot Session chose. In a similar experiment, the level of surveillance is set at 11.1% for almost identical reasons to ours (Chávez et al., 2018).

In the self-managing treatments, before the players make any decisions about harvesting, they discuss and vote on the management regime. Each Period they first communicate with their group members during

---

4 Figure A1 in the Appendix shows a representative screenshot of the extraction decision screen players see in the game.
a 2-minute chat. A chat feature in the z-tree software allows players to type and send instant messages anonymously. After 2 minutes they see a screen where they vote on the cap for the Period. The median vote from the group is chosen to be the cap. After voting on the cap concludes, the players see a similar screen where they vote for the level of surveillance for the Period. They choose a level from 0-50% in 10% increments and the median vote from the group is the level chosen. The surveillance level determines the percentage chance the computer will discover someone exceeding the cap, or someone from the other group who is poaching from your group’s account. If the computer discovers you, you are fined 25% of your profits. The fines collected do not go to the players but go to the computer. Each level of surveillance has a cost that is assessed to each player (Table II). The levels increase in cost so there is realistic diminishing returns from surveillance. Our endogenous management construction is the same as Abatayo and Lynham (2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surveillance Level</th>
<th>Management Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>7 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4.5 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>2.5 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: The costs of different levels of enforcement effectiveness participants see.

The levels of surveillance self-managing players can select are chosen based on the levels in Abatayo and Lynham (2016) and the maximum abilities of fisher collectives to surveil their fishing grounds in the developing world. The range allows us to examine cooperation and management decisions in settings where enforcement is weak. 0% is the minimum an account could be surveilled, 50% is the maximum percentage chance to intercept someone illegally fishing. 50% is the most real-world TURFs could expect to surveil. Fisheries are almost always at an even lower surveillance level (Delgado et al., 2003; Sutinen and Kuperan, 1999). In addition to low surveillance levels, most fisheries have relatively small fines.

In both outside management and self-managing treatments the penalty for violating regulations is confiscating 25% of an illegal fisher’s profits. The penalty in the experiment is based on the value in Abatayo and Lynham (2016), reflects the relatively low penalties most fishery managers render, and represents penalties which are too low to effectively discourage illegal fishing (Sutinen et al., 1990).

5 Figure A2 in the Appendix shows a representative screenshot of the chat screen self-managing players see in the game.
6 Figure A3 in the Appendix shows a representative screenshot of the screen self-managing players see in the game when entering their vote for the harvest cap for their group account in the upcoming Period.
Players in the self-managing united groups have full communication between all the relevant resource users. Self-managing divided groups have only partial communication between all the relevant users (players can communicate with their own group members, but not with members of the other group who can poach from their account).

Using the parameters we set for our experiment, \( \text{Profit}_{i,j}(x_{i,j}^{NC}, x_{i,j}^{SP}) = 100 \) and therefore we set \( \text{Fine}_{i,j} = 25\% (100-75) \). Since users are never able to change the size of the fine, the fine is never more than 25 Experimental Dollars. Since we do not allow for the 100% possibility of being discovered violating the regulations, a chance of being fined equal to the profit from violating is not large enough to deter rational users.\(^7\) If self-managing users choose the maximum level of surveillance available, 50%, a fine of 25% of your profits for breaking the management rules is too low to effectively deter poaching. Thus we create a setup for weak enforcement of rules. We create a regime with weak enforcement because weak enforcement is the norm in most fisheries (Sutinen et al., 1990). Other experiments follow similar procedures (Abatayo and Lynham, 2016; Chávez et al., 2018).

Accounting for the fine, we have the following profit functions for extracting from your group’s CPR:

\[
\text{Profit}_j = 0.75[15x_j - x_j(\beta X_j)] - \text{Management Cost}_j
\]

if a user is found violating the cap, and

\[
\text{Profit}_j = 15x_j - x_j(\beta X_j) - \text{Management Cost}_j
\]

if a user extracts below or at the extraction cap.

Under our outside management regime, the socially optimal extraction strategy is to extract 10 tokens from your own group’s account. Following the strategy maximizes total wealth for the group, but it is not an equilibrium as it is always better for the individual to harvest 11 tokens than 10. With a management regime consisting of a cap of 12 and a surveillance level of 10%, the total socially optimal extraction amount for an individual, \( x_{j}^{SP} = 10 \), is below the cap. Each token you extract from the other account is at a 10% risk of being fined. Therefore the expected utility from a token harvested from your group’s account (with zero chance of incurring a fine) is higher and you will extract all the tokens from your group’s account.

\[
\begin{align*}
0.10 \left[ \frac{\partial \text{Profit}_l}{\partial x_l} \right] (0.75) + (0.90) \left[ \frac{\partial \text{Profit}_l}{\partial x_l} \right] & \leq \left[ \frac{\partial \text{Profit}_j}{\partial x_j} \right] \quad \text{when } x_j \leq 12
\end{align*}
\]

The overall socially optimal harvest level is the same under management as it is without. The management regulations merely adjust where individuals harvest their 10 tokens between CPRs in the divided setting.

\(^7\) The fine is not large enough because the maximum you can earn from cheating is 25 Experimental Dollars, the fine will only equal 25 Experimental Dollars when you are caught optimally cheating and everyone else cooperates. Additionally, taking into account the chance of being fined, the expected fine will always be lower than 25 Experimental Dollars so a risk neutral user would not be deterred by the fine.
The socially optimal harvest is also below the cap for the united groups and so management has no effect on the socially optimal harvest amount in united settings.

Assuming symmetric outcomes, we can see that management and fines do not affect the Nash Equilibrium. With a Nash Equilibrium above the cap, players extracting at the Nash level are at risk of being fined. Under outside management, the Nash Equilibrium harvest in the united groups is the same as we found without considering management, $\bar{x} = 17.14$.

Under outside management, the Nash Equilibrium spatial distribution of token extraction for divided groups between both CPRs is the same as without the management program. $\frac{\partial \text{Profit}}{\partial x_1}$ is unaffected by the presence of management when your own-group extraction is below the harvest cap. Since the distribution of tokens without management is 8.57 in each account, below the own-group cap of 12, the cap does not impact your extraction from your own-group account, and the same own-group extraction is optimal.

$\frac{\partial \text{Profit}}{\partial x_2}$ is affected by the presence of management. But the effect does not impact the optimal harvest level, $\bar{x}_2 = 8.57$, because extracting 8.57 tokens from the other group’s account maximizes your discounted profit function without management and fines. The possibility of being fined for extracting from the other group merely acts as a constant multiplied by the profit function. Players still maximize their profit by extracting at the same level. Therefore extractions from the two accounts remain symmetric between them at the same levels as they were when there was no management regime.

The presence of management and fines do not impact harvests at the Nash Equilibrium. United group members harvest the same number of tokens under management as they do without management. Similarly, divided group members at the Nash Equilibrium harvest the same number of tokens from their group and from the other group under management as they do without management. Since united groups and divided groups harvest the same overall amounts as each other in the Nash Equilibrium and have identical socially optimal harvest levels, and management and fines do not introduce any differences, we should not see any differences in harvests between united groups and divided groups (Table III). Behaviorally based concepts and explanations such as groupiness would better explain any differences in harvests we observe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>United Group</th>
<th>Divided Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Socially Optimal Total Harvest</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nash Equilibrium Total Harvest</td>
<td>17.14</td>
<td>17.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially Optimal Own-Group Harvest</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nash Equilibrium Own-Group Harvest</td>
<td>17.14</td>
<td>8.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III: The harvest levels the model predicts for the group size treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Socially Optimal Other-Group Harvest</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nash Equilibrium Other-Group Harvest</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>8.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our experiment design enables us to examine the effects of TURFs—specifically the self-management, and the level of decision-making devolution and inter-TURF aspects—on profitability, sustainability, responsibility, and criminality.

**Hypotheses**

The experimental design allows us to test the hypotheses that group division and self-managing will impact outcomes. Impacts will suggest the presence of behavioral factors TURF proposals need to consider before implementation.

In the absence of such behavioral factors, there should be no difference in extractions between a large united group and two smaller divided groups. Theory, our model, and the specific parameterization of the experiment predict there will be no differences. Both group setups have a socially optimal extraction amount of 10 tokens per individual and a Nash Equilibrium amount of 17.14 tokens per individual.

*Hypothesis 1: Cooperative and sustainable behavior of divided groups will be statistically significantly different from behavior of united groups.*

We test Hypothesis 1 using the number of tokens harvested, players’ profits, management regimes (the levels of surveillance and harvest caps set), and regulation violations (the frequency and magnitude of violations of caps).

Despite predictions by models of group decision-making, the theory of TURFs is highly dependent on behavioral factors like fishers feeling more invested in locally made decisions than decisions made at more distant levels. Because individuals in smaller group sizes feel more empowered to impact their outcomes (Agrawal and Goyal, 2001), smaller divided groups may feel the regulations and outcomes are more responsive to group members and outperform larger united groups. Poaching activity from outside the group may mitigate the effect by introducing a force in the divided groups’ environments they do not feel able to control. Users who do not feel able to have an impact may not behave in a socially optimal way and could behave selfishly. However, the poachers merely replace other group members from the 6-person united group setup. Players in divided groups should still feel more empowered in their smaller group. Our specific design of dividing groups allows us to explicitly test the idea of “groupiness” by measuring cooperative behavior toward own-group players and non-cooperative behavior toward other-group players.
The experiment directly compares predictions of group theory and behavioral precepts of TURF theory in describing observed behavior.

Previous work regarding endogenous enforcement decisions and management in shared resource management experiments indicates endogenously determined rules are more effective and followed more regularly than exogenously imposed rules attempting to achieve efficient management. Villena and Chavez (2005) go so far as to suggest TURFs will be unable to avoid overharvesting without endogenous regulation. Research indicates our results will be in line with the hypothesis below.

**Hypothesis 2:** Self-managing groups will report statistically significantly different measures of cooperative and sustainable behavior from outside-managed groups.

We will test Hypothesis 2 using the numbers of tokens harvested, the players’ profits, the levels of surveillance and harvest caps set, and the frequency and magnitude of violations of harvest caps. We expect self-managing groups to show lower token harvests, higher profits, higher levels of surveillance and lower harvest caps set than by outside management, and lower frequencies and magnitudes of regulation violations.

## Results

Summary statistics find self-managing groups outperform outside-managed groups and united groups outperform divided groups. For each dependent variable we report the findings of our preferred random effects regression model, or logistic regression model for a specific aspect of rule violations, as a robustness check and for further exploratory analysis. Compared to outside-managed players, self-managing players harvest fewer tokens (thus increasing their incomes) and choose higher levels of surveillance to catch illegal harvesting than our outside management regime. Divided group players harvest more tokens than united group players, resulting in lower incomes for them. United group members harvest more tokens (13.99) from their own group account on average than divided players (11.31) and extract 3.31 tokens over the cap when they break the cap. Cap breakers in divided groups only take 1.86 tokens over on average. However, because divided-group members also poach, they extract more tokens overall than united-group members (16.81 tokens versus 13.99 tokens). Additionally, united groups choose lower

---

8 Previous experimental research uses random effects rather than fixed effects (Abatayo and Lynham, 2016; Chávez et al., 2018) and diagnostics indicate random effects are better in our context. Running identical models under fixed effects gives very similar coefficients on our variables of interest.

9 Figure A4 in the Appendix provides another way to visualize the data, graphing the profit earned by token extraction while also identifying the average total harvest levels and profits in each treatment.
harvest cap management regimes. Inter-TURF effects are larger than the effects from allowing players to communicate and self-manage. Our regressions confirm the findings in Table IV.
### Table IV: The average values of variables from the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Self-Managing</th>
<th>Outside-Managed</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Divided</th>
<th>United</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Optimal Harvest Level (tokens)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical Nash Total Harvest Level (tokens)</td>
<td>17.14</td>
<td>17.14</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>17.14</td>
<td>17.14</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Harvest (tokens)</td>
<td>14.44 (0.18)</td>
<td>16.36 (0.14)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>16.81 (0.16)</td>
<td>13.99 (0.16)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own-Group Extraction (tokens)</td>
<td>11.59 (0.19)</td>
<td>13.71 (0.15)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>11.31 (0.18)</td>
<td>Same as Total Harvest (13.99)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap Chosen by Self-Managing Groups (tokens)</td>
<td>11.21 (0.26)</td>
<td>12 (exogenously set)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>11.92 (0.46)</td>
<td>10.49 (0.21)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance Level Set by Self-Managing Groups (percentage chance of catching illegal harvesters)</td>
<td>18.34% (0.82)</td>
<td>10% (exogenously set)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>19% (1.22)</td>
<td>17.70% (1.12)</td>
<td>P=0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poaching (for divided groups) (tokens)</td>
<td>5.69 (0.26)</td>
<td>5.3 (0.2)</td>
<td>P=0.62</td>
<td>5.5 (0.16)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Group Members Exceeding Cap (%)</td>
<td>32.10% (2.0)</td>
<td>45.80% (2.0)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>31.30% (1.0)</td>
<td>46.70% (2.0)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount Above Cap Exceeded (tokens)</td>
<td>2.39 (0.13)</td>
<td>2.78 (0.11)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1.86 (0.11)</td>
<td>3.31 (0.13)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit (Experimental Dollars)</td>
<td>49.20 (1.06)</td>
<td>39.91 (0.78)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>34.41 (0.94)</td>
<td>54.69 (0.82)</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV: The average values of variables from the experiment. The Divided and United columns report values from Self-Managing and Outside-Managed groups averaged together. The Self-Managing and Outside-Managed columns report values from Divided and United groups averaged together. The Nash and Social Optimal harvest levels are derived theoretically and presented to compare with the findings of the experiment. The averaging of values is at the individual level and the values we report are for an individual unless otherwise noted. The Percentage of Group Members Exceeding Cap is at the group level. The Surveillance Level and Cap Chosen rows only report values from self-managing groups at the group level. There are 320 observations at the group level and 960 at the individual level. There are 5 Sessions for each group size treatment and 10 for each management treatment. 108 people participate in the management treatments and 54 participate in each of the group size treatments. P-values reports results from Wilcoxon rank sum tests.

Mann-Whitney statistical tests find significant differences in means between treatment groups. We find that the differences in mean total harvest, own-group extraction, cap selection, percentage of group exceeding the cap, amount above the cap extracted, and profit between group size treatments and management treatments are statistically significant at the 1% level using a Mann-Whitney two sample statistic test. Differences in mean surveillance levels chosen and poaching amounts are not statistically significant.

Our larger united groups exhibit a stronger impact from self-managing and communicating than Abatayo and Lynham’s smaller groups report. The average extraction in Abatayo and Lynham’s 3-person united
groups is 12.03 for self-managing able to communicate and 13.64 for outside-managed groups unable to communicate.\textsuperscript{10} The average extraction in our self-managing united groups of 6 people is 12.76 (0.22) tokens, and the average for our outside-managed united groups is 15.22 (0.21). Larger united groups experience a greater positive impact from being able to communicate and set their own management regime.

If we only examine the harvest behavior within our outside-managed groups, we find a difference in average total harvests that is unrelated to the communication effect Abatayo and Lynham describe. Outside-managed divided groups harvest 16.12 tokens but outside-managed united groups harvest 12.76 tokens.

**Users’ Incomes**

The profits of players in the united groups are consistently larger than those in the divided groups. Players in divided groups earn 20.28 Experimental Dollars less each Period than members of united groups (Table IV).

Self-managing players earn 9.29 Experimental Dollars more overall than outside-managed players (Table IV). Table V confirms this pattern and identifies a temporal aspect where outside-managed players exhibit decreasing incomes over time. Each Period of the game outside-managed players earn 1.08 Experimental Dollars less than the previous Period (Table V Column (3)).\textsuperscript{11} The pattern holds over all the Periods participants play after the first Period.\textsuperscript{12} But while the overall effect is economically significant, the difference in incomes is not as large as the difference between divided and united groups (16.64 Experimental Dollars each Period in our preferred model, Table V Column (3)).

\textsuperscript{10} In their paper, Abatayo and Lynham divide their results by Session Cycle. The per-Cycle average token extractions they report are 13.21 (0.64) in the first Cycle and 10.84 (0.37) in the second Cycle for endogenous management. For exogenous management they are 13.05 (0.65) and 13.26 (0.64) for rules generated by another group unable to communicate, and 13.58 (0.38) and 14.68 (0.48) for rules generated by another group able to communicate.

\textsuperscript{11} Self-managing players earn an additional 0.43 Experimental Dollars each period, but the amount is not statistically significantly different from 0.

\textsuperscript{12} Figure A5 in the Appendix shows the temporal pattern the main text describes.
### Table V: Incomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent variable:</strong></td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United Group</strong></td>
<td>20.279***</td>
<td>19.794***</td>
<td>16.638***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.159)</td>
<td>(2.024)</td>
<td>(2.802)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Managing</strong></td>
<td>9.293***</td>
<td>9.604***</td>
<td>-1.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.159)</td>
<td>(2.033)</td>
<td>(3.461)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United Group X Self-Managing</strong></td>
<td>6.214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(3.916)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Managing X Period</strong></td>
<td>1.506**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.376)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proportion of Group Members Exceeding Cap</strong></td>
<td>-1.855</td>
<td>-1.600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.328)</td>
<td>(2.320)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Tokens Taken Above the Cap</strong></td>
<td>0.924***</td>
<td>0.966***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.309)</td>
<td>(0.308)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cap</strong></td>
<td>-0.190</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.251)</td>
<td>(0.252)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surveillance Level of Own Group</strong></td>
<td>-0.043</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Period</strong></td>
<td>-0.315*</td>
<td>-0.328*</td>
<td>-1.077***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.188)</td>
<td>(0.188)</td>
<td>(0.265)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controls</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constant</strong></td>
<td>31.499***</td>
<td>34.116***</td>
<td>38.736***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.137)</td>
<td>(5.224)</td>
<td>(5.296)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observations</strong></td>
<td>1,920</td>
<td>1,920</td>
<td>1,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjusted R²</strong></td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F Statistic</strong></td>
<td>109.562***</td>
<td>192.656***</td>
<td>215.154***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* "p<0.1; "p<0.05; "p<0.01 Random effects regression model results shown with per Period profit per fisher in Experimental Dollars as the dependent variable. Analysis is at the individual level. Robust clustered standard errors by group, Cycle, and Session are in parentheses. Self-Managing indicates whether subjects can communicate and then vote on the cap and surveillance levels of their group account. Controls indicates whether the control variables are present in a regression. The controls we use are the Cycle of the experiment (to control for any order or learning effects), two dummy variables indicating if a participant’s area of study is biology or environmental economics, a dummy variable indicating if a participant is female, grade level, and the participant’s prior experience with economic experiments.
Harvest Behavior

Individuals in self-managing groups harvest less each Period while outside-managed individuals harvest more each Period. Poaching leads to higher total harvests, and since poaching only occurs for divided groups it drives the difference in harvests between the group treatments. Table VI gives a breakdown of the important covariates affecting harvesting.
### Table VI: Harvesting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Own-Group Extraction (1)</th>
<th>Own-Group Extraction (2)</th>
<th>Own-Group Extraction (3)</th>
<th>Poaching (4)</th>
<th>Poaching (5)</th>
<th>Total Extraction (6)</th>
<th>Total Extraction (7)</th>
<th>Total Extraction (8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent variable:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Group</td>
<td>2.677***</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>-2.818**</td>
<td>-2.808***</td>
<td>-2.126***</td>
<td>-2.126***</td>
<td>(0.451)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Managing</td>
<td>-2.112***</td>
<td>-1.944**</td>
<td>-0.300</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>-1.919**</td>
<td>-1.883**</td>
<td>(0.451)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.448)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Group X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Managing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Group X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.053)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Number of Tokens Poached by Other Group</td>
<td>0.036**</td>
<td>0.036**</td>
<td>0.037***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Surveillance of Other Group</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Number of Tokens You Poached</td>
<td>0.051**</td>
<td>0.059*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokens Poached</td>
<td>-0.774**</td>
<td>-0.771**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillace Level of Other Group</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>-0.043***</td>
<td>-0.046***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillace Level of Own Group</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.051***</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.202**</td>
<td>0.148**</td>
<td>0.077**</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.099*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td>(0.057)</td>
<td>(0.050)</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td>(0.057)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>12.501***</td>
<td>12.548**</td>
<td>11.861**</td>
<td>4.190**</td>
<td>2.517</td>
<td>17.344***</td>
<td>16.341***</td>
<td>15.568***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.435)</td>
<td>(1.239)</td>
<td>(1.265)</td>
<td>(0.475)</td>
<td>(1.588)</td>
<td>(0.449)</td>
<td>(1.182)</td>
<td>(1.217)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1,920</td>
<td>1,728</td>
<td>1,728</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>1,920</td>
<td>1,728</td>
<td>1,728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Statistic</td>
<td>57.555***</td>
<td>929.540**</td>
<td>942.911**</td>
<td>16.649**</td>
<td>40.122**</td>
<td>56.382**</td>
<td>69.332**</td>
<td>80.093**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 Random effects regression model results shown. Analysis is at the individual level. Columns (1), (2), and (3) report regression results for token extraction from your own group account as the dependent variable. Columns (4) and (5) report regression results for token extraction from the other group's account as the dependent variable. Columns (4) and (5) restrict the sample to include only individuals in the divided group treatment, since only those individuals can poach. Columns (6), (7), and (8) report regression results for total token extraction from both your account and the other group's account (for divided groups) as the dependent variable. "Lagged" indicates the value of the variable in the previous time period. Robust clustered standard errors by group, Cycle, and Session are in parentheses. Self-Managing indicates whether subjects can communicate and then vote on the cap and surveillance levels of their group account. Controls indicates whether the control variables are present in a regression. The controls we use are the Cycle of the experiment (to control for any order or learning effects), two dummy variables indicating if a participant's area of study is biology or environmental economics, a dummy variable indicating if a participant is female, grade level, and the participant's prior experience with economic experiments.

Table VI Column (3) shows united group members extract more from their group account, supporting the findings of Table IV. Though there is a significant effect in Column (1), at first glance it may appear there is no difference between the group treatments in Columns (2) and (3). However, looking at the coefficient on Poaching, we see the driving force behind the significant, positive coefficient on United Group in Column (1). In a divided group you can poach from the other group's account. There is nowhere else to extract from in the united groups. Poaching acts as an escape valve for own-group extraction, though previous poaching and poaching by the other group raise you own-group extraction a little. Poaching necessarily externalizes token extraction, giving the appearance of higher harvests in united groups. The total tokens united groups harvest may not necessarily be larger than the totals divided groups harvest if we take poaching into account, as we do in Columns (6)-(8). Meanwhile, self-managing decreases extractions from your group's account each Period (Column (3)).

Table VI Column (5) indicates the amount the other group poached from your group's account, the level of surveillance for your group account, and time raise your extraction from the other group's account. Theory predicts high poaching levels will encourage higher extractions from your own account and from the other group's account. Theoretically, violations by others lead to more violations by you because compliance with rules is frequently a result of you believing other people will comply as well (Young, 1979). Communicating and voting with other group members about management could increase your belief group members will cooperate. We see this in own-group extracting behavior, where self-managing leads to lower harvests over time. While you could just extract less from your account and poach more from the other account, we see no pattern of self-managing impacting levels of poaching. However, higher poaching by the other group leads to you poaching more. Another interesting finding is that, the higher the probability that you would be caught if you broke your group’s harvest cap, the more you will extract from the other group. This suggests that higher surveillance levels displace extraction behavior spatially between accounts.
Combining own-group and out-group harvest, divided groups harvest more tokens overall than united groups, while outside-managed groups harvest 0.099 more tokens each Period and self-managing groups harvest 0.179 fewer tokens each Period than the previous one. Both management groups harvest statistically similar levels initially (Table V Column (8)). Because united groups do not have another group’s account to extract from – like divided groups do – a more accurate measure than own-group extraction is the total number of tokens you harvest. Total harvest is your extraction from your united group’s account, or the sum of your extraction from your group’s account and another group’s account for divided group members. Smaller groups lead to more cooperative behavior with your group members (lower own-group harvesting). But the cooperation is subsidized by non-cooperative behavior toward the other group (more poaching), fitting the idea of groupiness. The result is higher overall levels of harvesting.

Table IV shows that the average total harvest of united groups is 2.82 tokens lower than the average in divided groups and that self-managing reduces average token harvest by 1.92 tokens overall.

Management and Enforcement

Table VII indicates united groups choose lower harvest caps and self-managing groups choose higher surveillance levels than the suboptimal level the government provides. United groups choose caps 1.42 tokens lower than divided groups on average (Table IV). The number of tokens the other group previously poached from your account lowers the cap you choose, indicating groups attempt to choose optimal caps in the face of external extracting. The higher the surveillance level the other group chose the previous Period, the higher the surveillance level your group chooses (Column (5)). A 10% increase in the other group’s surveillance level leads to a 2.69% increase in the surveillance your group chooses the next Period. Players may worry the other group’s higher surveillance will cause members of their group to harvest more from their own account next Period because they anticipate the surveillance will be too high next Period to safely poach. Therefore a higher surveillance level by the other group encourages your group to set a higher surveillance rate to prevent a rush of own-group extracting. The average surveillance level all self-managing groups choose is 18.34% (Table IV). 10% is the level outside management provides. T-tests confirm that self-managing groups are statistically different from outside management in terms of the caps and levels of surveillance they choose (Table IV).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table VII: Management Regime</th>
<th>Dependent variable:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cap Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Group</td>
<td>-1.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.214)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Group X Period</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Proportion of</td>
<td>-0.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Members Exceeding Cap</td>
<td>(1.900)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Number of Tokens</td>
<td>-0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken Above the Cap</td>
<td>(0.212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Surveillance Level</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Other Group</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Number of Tokens</td>
<td>-0.144***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poached by Other Group</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Tokens Poached</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.151)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.928)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Statistic</td>
<td>2.112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing our self-managing, united, 6-person groups to Abatayo and Lynham’s self-managing, united, 3-person groups, we find our united groups choose comparable harvest caps, but significantly higher surveillance levels. The groups in Abatayo and Lynham choose an average cap of 10.30 (0.58) and a surveillance level of 5.13% (2.45). Our groups choose a cap of 10.49 (0.21) and a surveillance level of 17.70% (1.12) (Table IV).

**Illegal Activity**

Summary statistics indicate united group members are more likely to extract more from their group account than the cap (Table IV). The difference is about 1 member violating in divided groups compared to 3 members in united groups. Besides more frequently violating the cap, they extract statistically significantly more tokens (1.45 more) when they break the cap than divided group members do when they break the cap (Table IV). This is unsurprising given divided groups can use their effort to extract from another group's account instead of their own.

However, united groups may not necessarily be more felonious; “groupiness” may explain our findings. In Table VIII united group members appear to show lower levels of harvest cap violations than divided group members. Poaching behavior drives the difference between the coefficients on United Group in Table VIII (Columns (2) and (3)) and our summary statistics. The more you poach the less likely you are to break the cap and when you do you harvest less above the cap. Divided players poach an average of 5.5 tokens. Given the coefficient on the poaching variable (Column (3)), the effect from poaching more than offsets the effect from United Group saying they violate their cap less frequently. The pattern suggests poaching is a substitute for own-group harvesting (a pattern the coefficient on United Group in Column (1) supports), illustrating the concept of “groupiness.” Smaller group sizes in the divided treatment lead to more cooperative behavior within your own group, cooperation that is subsidized by non-cooperative behavior toward the other group. In fact, because poaching significantly explains whether you violate your own group’s cap, our results directly follow the idea of groupiness.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Was Cap Exceeded (1)</th>
<th>Was Cap Exceeded (2)</th>
<th>Was Cap Exceeded (3)</th>
<th>Amount Cap Exceeded (4)</th>
<th>Amount Cap Exceeded (5)</th>
<th>Amount Cap Exceeded (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Group</td>
<td>0.669***</td>
<td>-0.875*</td>
<td>-1.056*</td>
<td>1.454***</td>
<td>-0.628</td>
<td>0.339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.096)</td>
<td>(0.493)</td>
<td>(0.567)</td>
<td>(0.321)</td>
<td>(0.546)</td>
<td>(0.765)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Managing</td>
<td>-0.598***</td>
<td>-0.774***</td>
<td>-0.297</td>
<td>-0.392</td>
<td>-0.647**</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.096)</td>
<td>(0.220)</td>
<td>(0.398)</td>
<td>(0.321)</td>
<td>(0.326)</td>
<td>(0.629)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Group X Self-Managing</td>
<td>-0.724***</td>
<td>-0.363</td>
<td>-1.225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.267)</td>
<td>(0.515)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Group X Period</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.057)</td>
<td>(0.074)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Managing X Period</td>
<td>-0.097</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Group X Self-Managing X</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>-0.170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.085)</td>
<td>(0.106)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td>-0.344***</td>
<td>-0.350***</td>
<td>-0.467***</td>
<td>-0.477***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.034)</td>
<td>(0.034)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Number of Tokens Taken</td>
<td>0.051**</td>
<td>0.049**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Cap</td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Surveillance of Other Group</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.00004</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Number of Tokens Poached</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Other Group</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Tokens Poached</td>
<td>-0.415***</td>
<td>-0.416***</td>
<td>-0.326***</td>
<td>-0.329***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.034)</td>
<td>(0.034)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance Level of Own Group</td>
<td>-0.011*</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>-0.021***</td>
<td>-0.021***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Without considering interaction effects, self-managing group members break the cap less, and when they do they break it to a smaller extent (Columns (2) and (5)). But when interaction effects are considered, being involved in management decision-making has no impact on your likelihood to violate the cap you just voted on (Column (3)). Unsurprisingly, higher caps lead to fewer and smaller violations of the cap. More individuals break the cap in the second Cycle than in the first, and when they do they harvest more than cap breakers in the first Cycle. Higher levels of surveillance lead to fewer tokens taken above the cap, and discourage players from breaking the cap without considering interactions (Columns (2) and (5)).

Self-managing a shared Common Pool Resource improves measures of user incomes, resource extraction amounts, and the management programs enacted while dividing a shared resource and its users into smaller groups lowers such measures. Self-managing groups have lower token harvest levels, greater levels of rule enforcement, and higher profits. United group accounts experience lower harvest levels, their members choose more responsible management parameters, and they are more profitable than divided group accounts. While divided groups are more cooperative within their smaller groups, they exhibit a larger degree of non-cooperative behavior outside their group, raising their overall harvest levels and lowering their collective incomes. Groupiness can explain the patterns of behavior we see. In Tables AI and AII of the Appendix we search for learning effects by completing our management, enforcement, illegal activity...
analyses for only the first Cycle of the game participants play. We do not find learning unexpectedly and significantly biases our results.

**Discussion**

For TURFs, our experiment suggests self-managing improves fishery outcomes while dividing fishers reduces outcomes. Our experiment measures fisher incomes, fish harvests, the management regimes fishers implement, and illegal fishing. Our results are in line with Hypothesis 2, “Self-managing groups will report statistically significantly different measures of cooperative and sustainable behavior from outside-managed groups.” Incomes are 23% higher for self-managing fishers than for outside-managed fishers on average. Furthermore, self-managing groups choose higher levels of surveillance than the suboptimal level our outside management provides. Our findings also follow the predictions of Hypothesis 1, “Behavior of divided groups will be statistically significantly different from behavior of united groups.” Fishers in divided fisheries harvest more and earn less. Incomes are 37% lower in divided fisheries than in united fisheries. United fishers harvest less, select lower legal harvest limits, and are more profitable than divided fishers. Since the group treatment effect is larger than the management effect, our results indicate fisheries managed by traditional central authorities will report better outcomes than decentralized self-managing fisheries overall.

Finding positive impacts of self-management and communication follows others in the literature (Viteri and Chávez, 2007). The findings are encouraging for TURFs because the concept depends on self-management of resources. However, in our experimental design, outside management is always set to suboptimal levels. In reality outside management can be set at levels better than the levels our self-managing groups select. Further work needs to analyze results when outside management is set to more optimal levels. Additionally, it is important to remember Abatayo and Lynham (2016) and Hayo and Vollan (2012) argue user communication is the deciding factor for efficiency, more than whether the management was exogenous or endogenous. Finally, before applying our results to policy-making, decision-makers must remember that in addition to success stories there are also many cautionary tales of self-management programs failing in the real-world (Estrin, 2010; Ness and Azzellini, 2011).

TURFs frequently divide a fishery and fishers into subgroups based on spatial areas, but our research indicates division will lead to suboptimal outcomes. Theoretically there should be no difference in the extraction patterns between our united and divided group treatments (Bramoullé et al., 2014; Bramoullé and Kranton, 2015). However we see different results due to behavioral reasons. The act of separating a single group of people into two groups creates a feeling of otherness toward the other group, and “groupiness”
develops (Diehl, 1990; Kranton et al., 2018). Once the other group is seen as an “other,” participants no longer see them as people to cooperate with, but people to compete with and exploit. Other experiments find similar results. An experiment dividing people merely based on which of 2 paintings they prefer finds group bias forming and subjects treating people in the other group differently than members of their own group (Kranton et al., 2018). Identity economics appears to be the major cause for the results seen between our two group treatments. Our experiment showcases the importance of identity in economic outcomes (Akerlof and Kranton, 2011).

Our results are consistent with the communication effect Abatayo and Lynham report, but the effect from groupiness and identity appears even after controlling for the management regime of players. Overall, self-managing groups able to communicate and select their management regime extract fewer tokens and earn more money. The difference shows the direct impact of groupiness on extraction behavior. Groupiness leads players in outside-managed divided groups to display more cooperative behavior toward their own group members in the smaller groups, by extracting fewer tokens and violating own-group rules less frequently. However groupiness also leads players to display non-cooperative behavior toward the other divided group, by poaching from the other group’s account. Since the poaching levels are higher than the reductions in own-group harvesting, the net effect is higher levels of overall harvests. The effect persists regardless of any change in management and communication: divided groups always harvest more than united groups. There previously had not been analyses of groupiness and “us versus them” dynamics in TURFs; we report some of the first findings of the effects.

Future research can determine specifically why dividing fisheries lowers outcome measures. The losses suffered by our groups when a large united account was split into two divided accounts show divided group management operated at an inappropriate scale. Is fishery management by many smaller groups suboptimal to management by fewer larger groups? Or is the negative impact simply a result of management and communication being at an inappropriate scale that did not include all the relevant fishers within the group? The first explanation suggests negative impacts could be the result of groupiness. But Chávez et al. (2018) and De Geest et al. (2017) find larger groups than ours facing poaching from players outside the group, whom the group cannot communicate with, still have difficulties handling the poaching. These results argue in favor of the second explanation that the major problem in dividing groups is that each new group will no longer contain all the relevant fishers. We also need to replicate our experimental procedure with more than 2 divided TURFs. The harms of illegal fishing are well known, but issues of scale also extend beyond the lab; including in Chilean TURFs (Aburto et al., 2014). While further research can replicate our experiment in the field, Chávez et al. (2018) found both Chilean fishers in the field and
university students behave comparably, suggesting our results also apply in the field. Therefore, we need empirical studies on inter-TURF dynamics to confirm our findings.

TURFs are a popular solution to crises in the fishing industry, but it is necessary to show the cure is not worse than the disease. Our results show instituting Territorial Use Rights for Fisheries programs can have significant adverse outcomes, and policy-makers must consider inter-TURF dynamics when designing programs.
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Appendix

Three representative screenshots of the screens the players see in the game are below.

Figure A1: The screen players see when entering their extraction decision for the Period for their group account. Players see the cap and the level of surveillance for the account. Shown is a screen for a self-managing group. The surveillance level is 10% in the outside management treatment; the self-managing group in the screenshot has chosen a 20% surveillance level. The self-managing group in the screenshot has chosen a cap of 13 tokens; the cap for outside-managed groups is 12 tokens.
Figure A2: The chat screen participants use to communicate with their other group members in the self-managing treatments. The players see the screen for 2 minutes before voting on the cap.

Figure A3: The screen self-managing players see to enter their vote for the extraction cap for their group account in the upcoming Period.
Figure A4: Theoretical profits earned by an individual player if everyone else harvests at the same level. The average harvest levels (over the entire Cycle) and the average profits earned for each treatment are shown.

Figure A4 gives an alternative way to visualize our results on the backdrop of the theoretical relationship between harvesting and profit for our model. All the experimental values lie below the function because it does not include the cost of management.

**First Cycle Analysis**

Regression results for the management and enforcement and illegal activity analyses using only data from the first Cycle participants play do not differ substantially from the findings for the full data set. The main difference is that in the first Cycle, the higher the surveillance level of your group the less likely you are to exceed the cap, but there is no effect on how much above the cap you extract. The main sample reports that a higher surveillance level decreases your likelihood of violating the cap, and how much above the cap you extract. General comparability between first Cycle and full sample results indicates learning effects over the course of the experiment Session—besides the temporal patterns we control for—do not drive our results.

**First Cycle Management and Enforcement**

In the first Cycle the caps and surveillance levels groups choose match the findings of the complete sample. We do not have enough observations to include interaction effects for a third model of the surveillance level, so we compare our findings to Column (4) in Table VII.
Table AI: Management Regime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cap Set (1)</th>
<th>Cap Set (2)</th>
<th>Surveillance Level (3)</th>
<th>Surveillance Level (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Group</td>
<td>-0.650</td>
<td>-7.025*</td>
<td>-5.583</td>
<td>-2.284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.026)</td>
<td>(4.039)</td>
<td>(5.529)</td>
<td>(5.826)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Surveillance Level of Other Group</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.296*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.048)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.164)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged Number of Tokens Poached by Other Group</td>
<td>-0.128*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.078)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.254)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Statistic</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>11.271*</td>
<td>3.187</td>
<td>25.807***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 Random effects regression model results shown. Analysis is at the group level and restricted to self-managing groups in the first Cycle subjects play. Columns (1) and (2) report regression results for the harvest cap the group selects as the dependent variable. Columns (3) and (4) report regression results for the surveillance level the self-managing group selects as the dependent variable. ‘Lagged’ indicates the value of the variable in the previous time period. Robust clustered standard errors by group and Session are in parentheses.

First Cycle Illegal Activities

In the first Cycle the patterns we report in the main paper for our treatment effects hold. The patterns for self-managing groups hold, except that self-managing groups now extract twice as many tokens above the cap when we don’t control for interactions. With interactions, self-managing has no significant effect, like in the full sample. Surveillance level of your own group is no longer significant in affecting how much you exceed the cap, but now affects whether you exceed the cap.
### Table AII: Regulation Violations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dependent variable:</th>
<th>Was Cap Exceeded (1)</th>
<th>Was Cap Exceeded (2)</th>
<th>Was Cap Exceeded (3)</th>
<th>Amount Cap Exceeded (4)</th>
<th>Amount Cap Exceeded (5)</th>
<th>Amount Cap Exceeded (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Group</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.318***</td>
<td>-1.687***</td>
<td>-1.626**</td>
<td>0.784*</td>
<td>-1.084</td>
<td>-0.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.135)</td>
<td>(0.655)</td>
<td>(0.779)</td>
<td>(0.436)</td>
<td>(0.749)</td>
<td>(1.065)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Managing</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.673***</td>
<td>-1.170**</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td>-0.625</td>
<td>-1.325***</td>
<td>0.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.135)</td>
<td>(0.525)</td>
<td>(0.720)</td>
<td>(0.436)</td>
<td>(0.487)</td>
<td>(0.918)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.370***</td>
<td>-0.384***</td>
<td>-0.490***</td>
<td>-0.498***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.054)</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance Level</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.025***</td>
<td>-0.024***</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Own Group</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.319***</td>
<td>5.469***</td>
<td>4.931***</td>
<td>2.148***</td>
<td>9.238***</td>
<td>8.582***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.115)</td>
<td>(1.000)</td>
<td>(1.056)</td>
<td>(0.427)</td>
<td>(1.124)</td>
<td>(1.181)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Observations**: 960 959 959 960 864 864 864 864 864

**Adjusted R²**: 0.004 0.222 0.228

**Log Likelihood**: 623.318 -477.426 -466.896

**Akaike Inf. Crit.**: 1,252.635 1,071.572 973.791

**F Statistic**: 7.272*** 259.813*** 272.431***

*Note:* *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 Random effects regression model results shown in Columns (4), (5), and (6). Columns (1), (2), and (3) are logistic regressions. Analysis is at the individual level in the first Cycle. Columns (1), (2), and (3) report logistic regression results for whether a subject exceeds the cap for the group account as the dependent variable. Columns (4), (5), and (6) report regression results for the amount that the individual exceeded the cap as the dependent variable. Self-Managing indicates whether subjects can communicate before voting on the cap and surveillance levels of their group account. Robust clustered standard errors by group and Session are in parentheses.

### Temporal Patterns

A few variables exhibit temporal patterns in the course of Sessions, but most of the trends are economically insignificant. The variables displaying important temporal trends are the profits players earn and the number of tokens they harvest. Graphs of temporal patterns for other variables over time are available upon request.

### Profit

United groups always earn more than divided groups, and self-managing groups consistently earn more than outside-managed groups each Period after the first. Self-managing earning are stable; the outside-managed groups’ profit declines as time passes. United groups consistently earn more than divided groups, but neither’s levels of profit change substantially over time. Self-managing united groups earn the highest profits, and the level is stable. United outside-managed groups earn the second most, though the
level decreases over time. Self-managing divided groups start earning more after Period 2, however the trend quickly stabilizes just above Nash. Divided outside-managed groups earn the least, and the level falls over time.

*Figure A5: How much group members earn over time, by management origin and group treatment.*

**Tokens Harvested**

Outside-managed groups harvest more than self-managing groups over time. Token harvest is lowest at the start of a Cycle, but increases in Period 2 before stabilizing. The pattern is stable throughout time. Self-managing groups maintain a stable harvest level near, but still below, the Nash harvest level. Outside-managed groups exceed the Nash harvest level starting in Period 4 before stabilizing just above.
Figure A6: Average number of tokens harvested by players by management origin.

Instructions

Divided: Self-managing then Outside Management

Instructions

You are now taking part in an experiment. If you read the following instructions carefully, you have the potential to earn a considerable amount of money. It is therefore important that you take your time to understand the instructions.

Please do not communicate with the other participants during the experiment. Should you have any questions please ask me.

All your choices remain completely anonymous.

You will be organized into groups of 3 people and will remain in this group for the duration of this first half of the experiment. You are going to make decisions with the other members of your group for 10 periods. Each period, you must decide how many tokens to extract from a shared group account: you can extract any number between 0 and 20. You will use these 20 tokens for two different decisions on two separate screens each period (I will explain how below). You can extract fractions of tokens, up to one decimal place. Tokens extracted in one period do not carry over to the next.
Your decisions in one part of the experiment do not affect your payoffs in future games of the experiment.

During the experiment we will calculate and record your payoff in Experimental Dollars. At the end of the experiment, we will convert 1 Experimental Dollar into 1 cent. Hence 100 Experimental Dollars = $1.

Extracting

Each token you extract is worth 15 Experimental Dollars.

Extracting tokens earns you cash. But, there is a cost for all the tokens that you extract. This cost depends both on the amount you extract and the amount everyone else in your group extracts.

In each period, what you pay for the tokens that you extract equals the number of tokens you extract \(x\) times the Unit Token Cost for that period. The Unit Token Cost depends on how many tokens you extract, as well as how many tokens the other members of your group extract. The total number of tokens extracted by your group (including yourself) is \(G\). So, the Unit Token Cost is:

\[
\text{Unit Token Cost} = \frac{G}{4}, \text{ or } 0.25G
\]

If your group extracted a total of 30 tokens, the Unit Token Cost would be 7.5 (30/4). Your individual cost for the period equals the number of tokens you extract times the Unit Token Cost:

\[
\text{Individual Cost} = x(0.25G)
\]

Now let’s assume you had extracted 10 and the other members of your group had extracted 20. Your individual cost would be \(10 \times 7.5 = 75\) Experimental Dollars.

Your profit for each period is equal to the cash you earn minus the cost for it:

\[
\text{Profit} = \text{Benefit} - \text{Individual Cost} = 15x - x(0.25G)
\]

So if you extract 10 tokens and the other members of your group extract 20 together, then your profit for the period would be \(150 - 75 = 75\) Experimental Dollars \((15 \times 10) - [15 \times 0.25 \times 30] = 150 - 75 = 75\).

The profit earned by your group depends on your decisions and those of your group members. If no one in your group extracts any tokens, no one earns any money. You each earn the most money when no one else extracts from your group’s account and you extract as much as possible. The more you extract, the better for you. The more everyone else in your group extracts, the worse for you.
Each period, you will choose how much to extract. At the end of each period, we will tell you how much you extracted, what your extraction cost you, and other statistics. Additionally you will be charged a nominal fee (between 0 and 10 Experimental Dollars) for protecting the group account from your group members extracting above the cap (this service is called “Monitoring”).

Does anyone have any questions on this part?

### Caps, Monitoring, and Fines

First, in every period, you and your group members will be given 2 minutes to chat online with one another to decide on your group’s cap, enforcement, and extraction strategy for the period. There is a timer in the top right of the screen which tells you how much time you have left to chat.

Second, in every period, you will need to vote for the lowest extraction cap that you are willing to impose on you and the rest of the group. The median extraction cap will be implemented. For example, if you voted for a cap of 10 and your group members voted for a cap of 12 and 15, a cap of 12 will be implemented.

**NOTE:** You can still extract tokens more than the cap but there is a probability of getting caught and getting fined for extracting more than that amount.

Third, in every period, you will need to vote for a probability of getting monitored that you are willing to impose on you and everyone else in your group. The median monitoring probability will be implemented. For example, if you voted for a monitoring probability of 10% and your members voted for a monitoring probability of 20% and 30%, a monitoring probability of 20% will be implemented for that period. The higher the probability of being monitored that the group selects, the more the group has to pay for monitoring. The cost for each probability is in the table below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Probability</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>7 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4.5 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>2.5 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After voting, you will make your extraction decisions.

At the end of each period, the computer will randomly decide to monitor each individual in your group based on the monitoring probability. If you are monitored and then found to be above the cap, 25% of your profits will be confiscated. So, if you extracted above the cap (and were monitored), your payoff will be 75% of Profit – MonitoringCost. Otherwise, it will be Profit – MonitoringCost.

For example, suppose an individual cap of 10 tokens and a monitoring probability of 10% has been chosen by your group. If you extract 20 tokens and everyone else in your group extracts 10 tokens, you will have a profit of 100 from extraction. There is a 10% chance that you will be monitored, and if you are, your profit will decrease by 25 and your new profit would be 75. Since your group has to pay for this 10% monitoring, your profit will also decrease by 1. Hence, your payoff for this period will either be 74 Experimental Dollars (100 – 25 – 1) if you get monitored or 99 Experimental Dollars (100 – 1) if you are not monitored.

Does anyone have any questions on this part?

Extracting From the Other Zone

After choosing how much to extract from your group’s zone, you will also be able to extract from another 3-person group’s zone. They have the same option for your zone. Anything you extract from this group’s zone follows the same (15*x) – (x*0.25*G) formula for profits. G is how many tokens they extracted from their zone that period, PLUS however much your group extracts from their zone. However much the other group extracts from your zone will similarly affect the G in the profit equation you used when determining how much to extract from your group’s zone. Thus your profits from extracting from your group’s zone earlier in the period may change.
For example, if you had extracted 10 tokens and the other members of your group had extracted 20 together, then your profit for the period would be $150 - 75 = 75$ Experimental Dollars before the other group extracted. If the other group extracted a total of 10 more tokens from your group later in the period, then your new profit for the period would be $(15 \times 10) - (10 \times 0.25 \times 40) = 150 - 100 = 50$ Experimental Dollars. If you extracted 5 tokens from the other zone, and overall 20 tokens had been extracted from that zone by both groups, then you would earn $(15 \times 5) - (5 \times 0.25 \times 20) = 75 - 25 = 50$ from the other zone. Your total profit from the period would then be $50 + 50 = 100$ Experimental Dollars for the period.

You may want to extract from the other zone if you think that group is extracting less from its zone and so tokens are worth more there than in your zone, or if you think that the other group will extract tokens from your group and lower the profits you earned from extracting in your zone.

All extractions in another group’s zone are subject to monitoring. In other words, the cap for extracting in another zone is zero. If you are monitored and extract from the other zone then your profits will be reduced by 25%.

You can extract from the other zone any of the 20 tokens that you did not extract from your zone. For example, if you extracted 13 tokens from your zone, you can extract up to 7 tokens from the other zone (you are able to extract 20 tokens total each period, if you extracted 13 from your zone, you have $20 - 13 = 7$ tokens left to possibly extract from the other zone). Since your total endowment equals 20, you may extract a total of 20 tokens from both zones.

Because both groups can extract from each zone, it is possible that so much is extracted from a zone that each unit you extract actually Costs you more money than it Benefits you (because $15 \times x$ equals an amount less than $x \times 0.25 \times G$ for the zone). But the experiment is designed so that you will never lose money at the end of a period.

After the 10 periods are over, you will take part in a different decision making game. Once you complete the experiment, the computer will sum your profit from every period and I will pay you as you leave.

Here’s a chart describing the order of this part of the experiment:
Does anyone have any questions?

Instructions

This part of the experiment is just like the last part. Except this time there is no voting on monitoring levels or the caps on extracting. These will both be chosen randomly by the computer from the same options that you had to choose from.
Everything else is the same as before.

Please do not communicate with the other participants during the experiment. Ask us any questions you have.

All your choices will remain completely anonymous.

You will be organized into groups of 3 people and will remain in this group for the duration of this first half of the experiment. You are going to make decisions with the other members of your group for 10 periods. Each period, you must decide how many tokens to extract from a shared group account: you can extract any number between 0 and 20. You will use these 20 tokens for two different decisions on two separate screens each period (I will explain how below). You can extract fractions of tokens, up to one decimal place. Tokens extracted in one period do not carry over to the next. You will use these 20 tokens for two separate screens with different decisions each period (I will explain how below).

Your decisions in one part of the experiment do not affect your payoffs in future games of the experiment.

During the experiment we will calculate and record your payoff in Experimental Dollars. At the end of the experiment, we will convert 1 Experimental Dollar into 1 cent. Hence 100 Experimental Dollars = $1.

Extracting

Each token you extract is worth 15 Experimental Dollars.

Extracting tokens earns you cash. But, there is a cost for all the tokens that you extract. This cost depends both on the amount you extract and the amount everyone else in your group extracts.

In each period, what you pay for the tokens that you extract equals the number of tokens you extract (x) times the Unit Token Cost for that period. The Unit Token Cost depends on how many tokens you extract, as well as how many tokens the other members of your group extract. The total number of tokens extracted by your group (including yourself) is G. So, the Unit Token Cost is:

Unit Token Cost = G/4, or 0.25G

Your individual cost for the period equals the number of tokens you extract times the Unit Token Cost:

Individual Cost = x(0.25G)
Your profit for each period is equal to the cash you earn minus the cost for it:

\[ \text{Profit} = \text{Benefit} - \text{IndividualCost} = 15x - x(0.25G) \]

The profit earned by your group depends on your decisions and those of your group members. If no one in your group extracts any tokens, no one earns any money. You each earn the most money when no one else extracts from your group's account and you extract as much as possible. The more you extract, the better for you. The more everyone else in your group extracts, the worse for you.

A reminder of the profit table

\[\begin{array}{c|cccccc}
\text{Tokens You Extract} & 0 & 5 & 10 & 15 & 20 \\
\hline
\text{Tokens Extracted by the Rest of the Group} & 0 & & & & \\
0 & 0 & 68.75 & 125 & 168.75 & 200 \\
5 & 0 & 62.5 & 112.5 & 150 & 175 \\
10 & 0 & 56.25 & 100 & 131.25 & 150 \\
15 & 0 & 50 & 87.5 & 112.5 & 125 \\
20 & 0 & 43.75 & 75 & 93.75 & 100 \\
25 & 0 & 37.5 & 62.5 & 75 & 75 \\
30 & 0 & 31.25 & 50 & 56.25 & 50 \\
35 & 0 & 25 & 37.5 & 37.5 & 25 \\
40 & 0 & 18.75 & 25 & 18.75 & 0 \\
\end{array}\]

Each period, you will choose how much to extract. At the end of each period, we will tell you how much you extracted, what your extraction cost you, and other statistics. Additionally you will be charged a nominal fee (between 0 and 10 Experimental Dollars) for protecting the group account from your group members extracting above the cap (this service is called “Monitoring”).

Does anyone have any questions on this part?

\textbf{Caps, Monitoring, and Fines}

At the end of each period, the computer will randomly decide to monitor each individual in your group based on the monitoring probability. If you are monitored and then found to be above the cap, 25% of your profits will be confiscated. So, if you extracted above the cap (and were monitored), your payoff will be 75% of Profit – MonitoringCost. Otherwise, it will be Profit – MonitoringCost.
Extracting From the Other Zone

After choosing how much to extract from your group’s zone, you will also be able to extract from another 3-person group’s zone. They have the same option for your zone. Anything you extract from this group’s zone follows the same \((15x) - (x \times 0.25G)\) formula for profits. \(G\) is how many tokens they extracted from their zone that period, PLUS however much your group extracts from their zone. However much the other group extracts from your zone will similarly affect the \(G\) in the profit equation you used when determining how much to extract from your group’s zone. Thus your profits from extracting from your group’s zone earlier in the period may change.

All extractions in another group’s zone are subject to monitoring. In other words, the cap for extracting in another zone is zero. If you are monitored and extract from the other zone then your profits will be reduced by 25%.

You can extract from the other zone any of the 20 tokens that you did not extract from your zone.

After the 10 periods are over, this half of the experiment is over. Once we complete all 10 periods a screen will pop-up with how much you earned for the entire experiment. **Write your pay-out from the experiment down!** I will use it to pay you as you leave.

Here’s a chart describing the order of this part of the experiment:

- **Step 1**: Extract from your zone
- **Step 2**: Choose whether to extract from the other zone
- **Step 3**: Find out if you were monitored in either zone and how much money you ended up making from both zones
Does anyone have any questions?

Divided: Outside Management then Self-Managing

Instructions

You are now taking part in an experiment. If you read the following instructions carefully, you have the potential to earn a considerable amount of money. It is therefore important that you take your time to understand the instructions.

Please do not communicate with the other participants during the experiment. Should you have any questions please ask me.

All your choices remain completely anonymous.

You will be organized into groups of 3 people and will remain in this group for the duration of this first half of the experiment. You are going to make decisions with the other members of your group for 10 periods. Each period, you must decide how many tokens to extract from a shared group account: you can extract any number between 0 and 20. You will use these 20 tokens for two different decisions on two separate screens each period (I will explain how below). You can extract fractions of tokens, up to one decimal place. Tokens extracted in one period do not carry over to the next.

Your decisions in one part of the experiment do not affect your payoffs in future games of the experiment.

During the experiment we will calculate and record your payoff in Experimental Dollars. At the end of the experiment, we will convert 1 Experimental Dollar into 1 cent. Hence 100 experimental Dollars = $1.

Extracting

Each token you extract is worth 15 Experimental Dollars.
Extracting tokens earns you cash. But, there is a cost for all the tokens that you extract. This cost depends both on the amount you extract and the amount everyone else in your group extracts.

In each period, what you pay for the tokens that you extract equals the number of tokens you extract ($x$) times the Unit Token Cost for that period. The Unit Token Cost depends on how many tokens you extract, as well as how many tokens the other members of your group extract. The total number of tokens extracted by your group (including yourself) is $G$. So, the Unit Token Cost is:

$$\text{Unit Token Cost} = \frac{G}{4}, \text{ or } 0.25G$$

If your group extracted a total of 30 tokens, the Unit Token Cost would be 7.5 ($30/4$). Your individual cost for the period equals the number of tokens you extract times the Unit Token Cost:

$$\text{Individual Cost} = x(0.25G)$$

Now let’s assume you had extracted 10 and the other members of your group had extracted 20. Your individual cost would be $10 \times 7.5 = 75$ Experimental Dollars.

Your profit for each period is equal to the cash you earn minus the cost for it:

$$\text{Profit} = \text{Benefit} - \text{Individual Cost} = 15x - x(0.25G)$$

So if you extract 10 tokens and the other members of your group extract 20 together, then your profit for the period would be $150 - 75 = 75$ Experimental Dollars ($15 \times 10 - 15 \times 0.25 \times 30 = 150 - 75 = 75$).

The profit earned by your group depends on your decisions and those of your group members. If no one in your group extracts any tokens, no one earns any money. You each earn the most money when no one else extracts from your group’s account and you extract as much as possible. The more you extract, the better for you. The more everyone else in your group extracts, the worse for you.
Each period, you will choose how much to extract. At the end of each period, we will tell you how much you extracted, what your extraction cost you, and other statistics. Additionally you will be charged a nominal fee (between 0 and 10 Experimental Dollars) for protecting the group account from your group members extracting above the cap (this service is called “Monitoring”).

Does anyone have any questions on this part?

Caps, Monitoring, and Fines

At the beginning of this half of the experiment the computer determined a “cap” on the number of tokens players can extract.

At the end of each period, the computer will randomly decide to monitor each individual in your group based on a monitoring probability it chose at the start of this half. If you are monitored and then found to be above the cap, 25% of your profits will be confiscated. So, if you extracted above the cap (and were monitored), your payoff will be 75% of Profit – MonitoringCost. Otherwise, it will be Profit – MonitoringCost.

For example, suppose an individual cap of 10 tokens and a monitoring probability of 10% have been chosen for your group. If you extract 20 tokens and everyone else in your group extracts 20 tokens total, you will have a profit of 100 from extraction. There is a 10% chance that you will be monitored, and if you are, your profit will decrease by 25 and your new profit would be 75. Since your group has to pay for this 10% monitoring, your profit will also decrease by 1. Hence, your payoff for this period will either be 74 Exper-
imental Dollars \((100 - 25 - 1)\) if you get monitored or 99 Experimental Dollars \((100 - 1)\) if you are not monitored.

Does anyone have any questions on this part?

**Extracting From the Other Zone**

After choosing how much to extract from your group's zone, you will also be able to extract from another 3-person group's zone. They have the same option for your zone. Anything you extract from this group's zone follows the same \((15^x) - (x^0.25^G)\) formula for profits. G is how many tokens they extracted from their zone that period, PLUS however much your group extracts from their zone. However much the other group extracts from your zone will similarly affect the G in the profit equation you used when determining how much to extract from your group's zone. Thus your profits from extracting from your group's zone earlier in the period may change.

For example, if you had extracted 10 tokens and the other members of your group had extracted 20 together, then your profit for the period would be \(150 - 75 = 75\) Experimental Dollars before the other group extracted. If the other group extracted a total of 10 more tokens from your group later in the period, then your new profit for the period would be \((15*10) - (10*0.25*40) = 150 - 100 = 50\) Experimental Dollars. If you extracted 5 tokens from the other zone, and overall 20 tokens had been extracted from that zone by both groups, then you would earn \((15*5) - (5*0.25*20) = 75 - 25 = 50\) from the other zone. Your total profit from the period would then be \(50 + 50 = 100\) Experimental Dollars for the period.

You may want to extract from the other zone if you think that group is extracting less from its zone and so tokens are worth more there than in your zone, or if you think that the other group will extract tokens from your group and lower the profits you earned from extracting in your zone.

All extractions in another group's zone are subject to monitoring. In other words, the cap for extracting in another zone is zero. If you are monitored and extract from the other zone then your profits will be reduced by 25%.

You can extract from the other zone any of the 20 tokens that you did not extract from your zone. For example, if you extracted 13 tokens from your zone, you can extract up to 7 tokens from the other zone (you are able to extract 20 tokens total each period, if you extracted 13 from your zone, you have \(20 - 13\))
= 7 tokens left to possibly extract from the other zone). Since your total endowment equals 20, you may extract a total of 20 tokens from both zones.

Because both groups can extract from each zone, it is possible that so much is extracted from a zone that each unit you extract actually Costs you more money than it Benefits you (because 15^x equals an amount less than x*0.25*G for the zone). But the experiment is designed so that you will never lose money at the end of a period.

After the 10 periods of this half of the experiment are over, you will take part in a different decision making game. Once you complete the experiment, the computer will sum your profit from every period and I will pay you as you leave.

Here’s a chart describing the order of this part of the experiment:

- **Step 1** • Extract from your zone
- **Step 2** • Choose whether to extract from the other zone
- **Step 3** • Find out if you were monitored in either zone and how much money you ended up making from both zones

Does anyone have any questions?
Instructions

**We are now going to run the same decision making experiment with some changes.**

First, in every period, you and your group members will be given 2 minutes to chat online with one another to decide on your group's cap, enforcement, and extraction strategy for the period. There is a timer in the top right of the screen which tells you how much time you have left to chat.

Second, in every period, you will need to vote for the lowest extraction cap that you are willing to impose on you and the rest of the group. The median extraction cap will be implemented. For example, if you voted for a cap of 10 and your group members voted for a cap of 12 and 15, a cap of 12 will be implemented.

**NOTE:** You can still extract tokens more than the cap but there is a probability of getting caught and getting fined for extracting more than that amount.

Third, in every period, you will need to vote for a probability of getting monitored that you are willing to impose on you and everyone else in your group. The median monitoring probability will be implemented. For example, if you voted for a monitoring probability of 10% and your members voted for a monitoring probability of 20% and 30%, a monitoring probability of 20% will be implemented for that period. The higher the probability of being monitored that the group selects, the more the group has to pay for monitoring. The cost for each probability is in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Probability</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>7 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4.5 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>2.5 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After voting, the experiment will proceed as before.

Everything else is the same as before.

Remember: the more you extract, the better for you. The more everyone else in your group extracts, the worse for you.
A reminder of the profit table

**Profit Reference Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tokens Extracted by the Rest of the Group</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>168.75</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56.25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>131.25</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43.75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>93.75</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56.25</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Caps, Monitoring, and Fines**

At the end of each period, the computer will randomly decide to monitor each individual in your group based on the monitoring probability. If you are monitored and then found to be above the cap, 25% of your profits will be confiscated. So, if you extracted above the cap (and were monitored), your payoff will be 75% of Profit – MonitoringCost. Otherwise, it will be Profit – MonitoringCost.

**Extracting From the Other Zone**

After choosing how much to extract from your group’s zone, you will also be able to extract from another 3-person group’s zone. They have the same option for your zone. Anything you extract from this group’s zone follows the same \((15 \times x) – (x \times 0.25 \times G)\) formula for profits. G is how many tokens they extracted from their zone that period, PLUS however much your group extracts from their zone. However much the other group extracts from your zone will similarly affect the G in the profit equation you used when determining how much to extract from your group’s zone. Thus your profits from extracting from your group’s zone earlier in the period may change.

All extractions in another group’s zone are subject to monitoring. In other words, the cap for extracting in another zone is zero. If you are monitored and extract from the other zone then your profits will be reduced by 25%.
You can extract from the other zone any of the 20 tokens that you did not extract from your zone.

After the 10 periods are over, this half of the experiment is over. Once we complete all 10 periods a screen will pop-up with how much you earned for the entire experiment. Write your pay-out from the experiment down! I will use it to pay you as you leave.

Here's a chart describing the order of this part of the experiment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Chat with group members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Vote on Cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>Vote on monitoring probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Find out the cap and monitoring probability for your zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>Extract from your zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6</td>
<td>Choose whether to extract from the other zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 7</td>
<td>Find out if you were monitored in either zone and how much money you ended up making from both zones</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Does anyone have any questions?

United: Self-managing then Outside Management

Instructions

You are now taking part in an experiment. If you read the following instructions carefully, you have the potential to earn a considerable amount of money. It is therefore important that you take your time to understand the instructions.

Please do not communicate with the other participants during the experiment. Should you have any questions please ask me.

All your choices remain completely anonymous.

You will be organized into groups of 6 people and will remain in this group for the duration of this first half of the experiment. You are going to make decisions with the other members of your group for 10 periods. Each period, you must decide how many tokens to extract from a shared group account: you can extract any number between 0 and 20. You can extract fractions of tokens, up to one decimal place. Tokens extracted in one period do not carry over to the next.

Your decisions in one part of the experiment do not affect your payoffs in future games of the experiment.

During the experiment we will calculate and record your payoff in Experimental Dollars. At the end of the experiment, we will convert 1 Experimental Dollar into 1 cent. Hence 100 Experimental Dollars = $1.

Extracting

Each token you extract is worth 15 Experimental Dollars.

Extracting tokens earns you cash. But, there is a cost for all the tokens that you extract. This cost depends both on the amount you extract and the amount everyone else in your group extracts.

In each period, what you pay for the tokens that you extract equals the number of tokens you extract \((x)\) times the Unit Token Cost for that period. The Unit Token Cost depends on how many tokens you
extract, as well as how many tokens the other members of your group extract. The total number of tokens extracted by your group (including yourself) is \( G \). So, the Unit Token Cost is:

Unit Token Cost = \( \frac{G}{8} \), or 0.125\( G \)

If your group extracted a total of 40 tokens, the Unit Token Cost would be 5 (40/8). Your individual cost for the period equals the number of tokens you extract times the Unit Token Cost:

Individual Cost = \( x(0.125G) \)

Now let’s assume you had extracted 10 and the other members of your group had extracted 30. Your individual cost would be 10*5 = 50 Experimental Dollars.

Your profit for each period is equal to the cash you earn minus the cost for it:

Profit = Benefit – IndividualCost = 15\( x \) – \( x(0.125G) \)

So if you extract 10 tokens and the other members of your group extract 30 together, then your profit for the period would be 150 – 50 = 100 Experimental Dollars ([15*10] – [10*0.125*40]).

The profit earned by your group depends on your decisions and those of your group members. If no one in your group extracts any tokens, no one earns any money. You each earn the most money when no one else extracts from your group’s account and you extract as much as possible. The more you extract, the better for you. The more everyone else in your group extracts, the worse for you.

**Profit Reference Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tokens You Extract</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>71.875</td>
<td>137.5</td>
<td>196.875</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>65.625</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>178.125</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>59.375</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>159.375</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>53.125</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>140.625</td>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>46.875</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>121.875</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>40.625</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>103.125</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>34.375</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>84.375</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>28.125</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>65.625</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>21.875</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>46.875</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>15.625</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28.125</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9.375</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>9.375</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each period, you will choose how much to extract. At the end of each period, we will tell you how much you extracted, what your extraction cost you, and other statistics. Additionally you will be charged a nominal fee (between 0 and 10 Experimental Dollars) for protecting the group account from your group members extracting above the cap (this service is called “Monitoring”).

Does anyone have any questions so far?

**Caps, Monitoring, and Fines**

First, in every period, you and your group members will be given 2 minutes to chat online with one another to decide on your group’s cap, enforcement, and extraction strategy for the period. There is a timer in the top right of the screen which tells you how much time you have left to chat.

Second, in every period, you will need to vote for the lowest extraction cap that you are willing to impose on you and the rest of the group. The median extraction cap will be implemented. For example, if you voted for a cap of 10 and your group members voted for a cap of 10, 12, 12, 15, and 16, a cap of 12 will be implemented.

NOTE: You can still extract tokens more than the cap but there is a probability of getting caught and getting fined for extracting more than that amount.

Third, in every period, you will need to vote for a probability of getting monitored that you are willing to impose on you and everyone else in your group. The median monitoring probability will be implemented. For example, if you voted for a monitoring probability of 10% and your other group members voted for a monitoring probability of 10%, 20%, 20%, 30%, and 30%, a monitoring probability of 20% will be implemented for that period. The higher the probability of being monitored that the group selects, the more the group has to pay for monitoring. The cost for each probability is in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Probability</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>7 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4.5 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>2.5 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After voting, you will make your extraction decisions.

At the end of each period, the computer will randomly decide to monitor each individual in your group based on the monitoring probability. If you are monitored and then found to be above the cap, 50% of your profits from your extraction in that zone will be confiscated. So, if you extracted above the cap (and were monitored), your payoff will be 50% of Profit – MonitoringCost. Otherwise, it will be Profit – MonitoringCost.

For example, suppose an individual cap of 10 tokens and a monitoring probability of 10% have been chosen by your group. If you extract 20 tokens and everyone else in your group extracts 10 tokens, you will have a profit of 200 from extraction. There is a 10% chance that you will be monitored, and if you are, your profit will decrease by 100 and your new profit would be 100. Since your group has to pay for this 10% monitoring, your profit will also decrease by 1. Hence, your payoff for this period will either be 99 Experimental Dollars (200 – 100 – 1) if you get monitored or 199 Experimental Dollars (200 – 1) if you are not monitored.

After the 10 periods of this half of the experiment are over, you will take part in a different decision making game. Once you complete the experiment, the computer will sum your profit from every period and I will pay you as you leave.

Here’s a chart describing the order of this part of the experiment:
Does anyone have any question on this part?

Instructions

This part of the experiment is just like the last part. Except this time there is no voting on monitoring levels or the caps on extracting. These will both be chosen randomly by the computer from the same options that you had to choose from.

**Everything else is the same as before.**

Please do not communicate with the other participants during the experiment. Ask us any questions you have.

All your choices will remain completely anonymous.
You will be organized into groups of 6 people and will remain in this group for the duration of this first half of the experiment. You are going to make decisions with the other members of your group for 10 periods. Each period, you must decide how many tokens to extract from a shared group account: you can extract any number between 0 and 20. You can extract fractions of tokens, up to one decimal place. Tokens extracted in one period do not carry over to the next.

Your decisions in one part of the experiment do not affect your payoffs in future games of the experiment.

During the experiment we will calculate and record your payoff in Experimental Dollars. At the end of the experiment, we will convert 1 Experimental Dollar into 1 cent. Hence 100 Experimental Dollars = $1.

**Extracting**

Each token you extract is worth 15 Experimental Dollars.

Extracting tokens earns you cash. But, there is a cost for all the tokens that you extract. This cost depends both on the amount you extract and the amount everyone else in your group extracts.

In each period, what you pay for the tokens that you extract equals the number of tokens you extract \((x)\) times the Unit Token Cost for that period. The Unit Token Cost depends on how many tokens you extract, as well as how many tokens the other members of your group extract. The total number of tokens extracted by your group (including yourself) is \(G\). So, the Unit Token Cost is:

\[
\text{Unit Token Cost} = \frac{G}{8}, \quad \text{or} \quad 0.125G
\]

Your individual cost for the period equals the number of tokens you extract times the Unit Token Cost:

\[
\text{Individual Cost} = x(0.125G)
\]

Your profit for each period is equal to the cash you earn minus the cost for it:

\[
\text{Profit} = \text{Benefit} - \text{Individual Cost} = 15x - x(0.125G)
\]

The profit earned by your group depends on your decisions and those of your group members. If no one in your group extracts any tokens, no one earns any money. You each earn the most money when no one else extracts from your group’s account and you extract as much as possible. The more you extract, the better for you. The more everyone else in your group extracts, the worse for you.
A reminder of the profit table


Each period, you will choose how much to extract. At the end of each period, we will tell you how much you extracted, what your extraction cost you, and other statistics. Additionally you will be charged a nominal fee (between 0 and 10 Experimental Dollars) for protecting the group account from your group members extracting above the cap (this service is called “Monitoring”).

Does anyone have any questions on this part?

Caps, Monitoring, and Fines

At the end of each period, the computer will randomly decide to monitor each individual in your group based on the monitoring probability. If you are monitored and then found to be above the cap, 50% of your profits from your extraction in that zone will be confiscated. So, if you extracted above the cap (and were monitored), your payoff will be 50% of Profit – MonitoringCost. Otherwise, it will be Profit – MonitoringCost.

After the 10 periods are over, this half of the experiment is over. Once we complete all 10 periods a screen will pop-up with how much you earned for the entire experiment. Write your pay-out from the experiment down! I will use it to pay you as you leave.
Here’s a chart describing the order of this part of the experiment:

**Step 1**
- Extract from the account

**Step 2**
- Find out if you were monitored and how much money you have earned from extracting

Does anyone have any questions?

**United: Outside Management then Self-Managing**

**Instructions**

You are now taking part in an experiment. If you read the following instructions carefully, you have the potential to earn a considerable amount of money. It is therefore important that you take your time to understand the instructions.

Please do not communicate with the other participants during the experiment. Should you have any questions please ask me.

All your choices remain completely anonymous.

You will be organized into groups of 6 people and will remain in this group for the duration of the whole experiment. You are going to make decisions with the other members of your group for 10 periods. Each period, you must decide how many tokens to extract from a shared group account; you can extract any
number between 0 and 20. You can extract fractions of tokens, up to one decimal place. Tokens extracted in one period do not carry over to the next.

Your decisions in one part of the experiment do not affect your payoffs in future games of the experiment.

During the experiment we will calculate and record your payoff in Experimental Dollars. At the end of the experiment, we will convert 1 Experimental Dollar into 1 cent. Hence 100 Experimental Dollars = $1.

Extracting

Each token you extract is worth 15 Experimental Dollars.

Extracting tokens earns you cash. But, there is a cost for all the tokens that you extract. This cost depends both on the amount you extract and the amount everyone else in your group extracts.

In each period, what you pay for the tokens that you extract equals the number of tokens you extract \(x\) times the Unit Token Cost for that period. The Unit Token Cost depends on how many tokens you extract, as well as how many tokens the other members of your group extract. The total number of tokens extracted by your group (including yourself) is \(G\). So, the Unit Token Cost is:

\[
\text{Unit Token Cost} = \frac{G}{8}, \text{ or } 0.125G
\]

If your group extracted a total of 40 tokens, the Unit Token Cost would be 5 (40/8). Your individual cost for the period equals the number of tokens you extract times the Unit Token Cost:

\[
\text{Individual Cost} = x(0.125G)
\]

Now let’s assume you had extracted 10 and the other members of your group had extracted 30. Your individual cost would be \(10 \times 5 = 50\) Experimental Dollars.

Your profit for each period is equal to the cash you earn minus the cost for it:

\[
\text{Profit} = \text{Benefit} - \text{Individual Cost} = 15x - x(0.125G)
\]

So if you extract 10 tokens and the other members of your group extract 30 together, then your profit for the period would be \(150 - 50 = 100\) Experimental Dollars ([15*10] – [10*0.125*40])
The profit earned by your group depends on your decisions and those of your group members. If no one in your group extracts any tokens, no one earns any money. You each earn the most money when no one else extracts from your group’s account and you extract as much as possible. The more you extract, the better for you. The more everyone else in your group extracts, the worse for you.

### Profit Reference Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tokens Extracted by the Rest of the Group</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>71.875</td>
<td>137.5</td>
<td>196.875</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>65.625</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>178.125</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>59.375</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>159.375</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>53.125</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>140.625</td>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>46.875</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>121.875</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>40.625</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>103.125</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>34.375</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>84.375</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>28.125</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>65.625</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>21.875</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>46.875</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>15.625</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28.125</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9.375</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>9.375</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each period, you will choose how much to extract. At the end of each period, we will tell you how much you extracted, what your extraction cost you, and other statistics. Additionally you will be charged a nominal fee (between 0 and 10 Experimental Dollars) for protecting the group account from your group members extracting above the cap (this service is called “Monitoring”).

Does anyone have any questions on this part?

### Caps, Monitoring, and Fines

At the beginning of this half of the experiment the computer determined a “cap” on the number of tokens players can extract.

At the end of each period, the computer will randomly decide to monitor each individual in your group based on a monitoring probability it chose at the start of this half. If you are monitored and then found to be above the cap, 50% of your profits will be confiscated. So, if you extracted above the cap (and were monitored), your payoff will be 50% of Profit – MonitoringCost. Otherwise, it will be Profit – MonitoringCost.
For example, suppose an individual cap of 10 tokens and a monitoring probability of 10% have been chosen for your group. If you extract 20 tokens and everyone else in your group extracts 20 tokens total, you will have a profit of 200 from extraction. There is a 10% chance that you will be monitored, and if you are, your profit will decrease by 100 and your new profit would be 100. Since your group has to pay for this 10% monitoring, your profit will also decrease by 1. Hence, your payoff for this period will either be 99 Experimental Dollars (200 – 100 – 1) if you get monitored or 199 Experimental Dollars (200 – 1) if you are not monitored.

After the 10 periods are over, you will take part in a different decision making game. Once you complete the experiment, the computer will sum your profit from every period and I will pay you as you leave.

Here's a chart describing the order of this part of the experiment:

- **Step 1**: Extract from the account
- **Step 2**: Find out if you were monitored and how much money you have earned from extracting

Does anyone have any questions?

**Instructions**

We are now going to run the same decision making experiment with some changes.
First, in every period, you and your group members will be given 2 minutes to chat online with one another to decide on your group’s cap, enforcement, and extraction strategy for the period. There is a timer in the top right of the screen which tells you how much time you have left to chat.

Second, in every period, you will need to vote for the lowest extraction cap that you are willing to impose on you and the rest of the group. The median extraction cap will be implemented. For example, if you voted for a cap of 10 and your group members voted for a cap of 11, 12, 12, 15, and 16, a cap of 12 will be implemented.

NOTE: You can still extract tokens more than the cap but there is a probability of getting caught and getting fined for extracting more than that amount.

Third, in every period, you will need to vote for a probability of getting monitored that you are willing to impose on you and everyone else in your group. The median monitoring probability will be implemented. For example, if you voted for a monitoring probability of 10% and your members voted for a monitoring probability of 10%, 20%, 20%, 30%, and 30%, a monitoring probability of 20% will be implemented for that period. The higher the probability of being monitored that the group selects, the more the group has to pay for monitoring. The cost for each probability is in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Probability</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>10 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>7 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>4.5 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>2.5 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0 Experimental Dollars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After voting, the experiment will proceed as before.

Everything else is the same as before.

Remember: The more you extract, the better for you. The more everyone else in your group extracts, the worse for you.

A reminder of the profit table
**Profit Reference Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tokens Extracted by the Rest of the Group</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71.875</td>
<td>137.5</td>
<td>196.875</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65.625</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>178.125</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59.375</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>159.375</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53.125</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>140.625</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46.875</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>121.875</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40.625</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>103.125</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34.375</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>84.375</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.125</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>65.625</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21.875</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>46.875</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.625</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28.125</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.375</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>9.375</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Caps, Monitoring, and Fines**

At the end of each period, the computer will randomly decide to monitor each individual in your group based on the monitoring probability. If you are monitored and then found to be above the cap, 50% of your profits from your extraction in that zone will be confiscated. So, if you extracted above the cap (and were monitored), your payoff will be 50% of Profit – MonitoringCost. Otherwise, it will be Profit – MonitoringCost.

Once we complete all 10 periods a screen will pop-up with how much you earned for the entire experiment. **Write your pay-out from the experiment down!** I will use it to pay you as you leave.

Here’s a chart describing the order of this part of the experiment:
Does anyone have any questions on this part?